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In the 1960s South African gold mines earned £400 million per year, while government earned £500 million 

in taxes, according to environmental rights activist Mariette Liefferink. 

 

Issue date: 28 September 2007 in taxes, according to environmental rights activist Mariette Liefferink. 

 

On 8 September and numerous others affected by South African mining joined forces at Lanseria Airport to 

form an as-yet-unnamed new national environmental organisation. The steering committee comprises 

scientists, experienced environmental managers and practitioners, activists and advocates. 

 

Due to the government’s financial and human resource restraints, mining companies have historically been 

permitted to inflict harm upon the general public and local communities with almost complete impunity, said 

Liefferink, adding that this was something they continue to do. Liefferink said that she had seen the Jordaan 

report, which was published in the 1960s. “At that stage government allowed sinkhole formation to maximise 

mining profits.” “When mines start mining, they externalise the costs and this leads to long-term problems, 

such as destroying agricultural potential. 

 

The true cost of this can only be determined once a mine is closed down,” Liefferink said. Aggrieved farmers 

and disempowered local communities within the mining areas are key issues the new body will look at. “We 

will call for the enforcement of the polluter-pays principle, in terms of the National Environmental Management 

Act,” said. “Although it may have been profitable for mining companies to abuse, harm and exploit in the short 

term, in a constitutional democracy that is not a sustainable strategy.” “White farmers are not the only ones 

affected. 

 

Farmworkers and smaller communities especially are hit hard by this,” one of the farmers stated. The meeting 

agreed that the security of tenure and access to clean water of the local communities and farmers were still 

being prejudiced, and that the affected communities’ constitutional right to a safe and healthy living 

environment continued to be violated. Although the profits of mining operations have accrued to shareholders, 

most of them live overseas, while most South Africans see little if any direct economic benefit from mining, 

Liefferink said. 

 

She added that environmentalism, socialism and economic justice had become intertwined. George Bizos, head 

at the Legal Resource Centre, pledged to support the organisation. He will not join the organisation formally 

because, as he put it, they will need him in court when there are constitutional or human rights violations. he 

organisation may pursue interdicts and class actions. It will also pursue evidence of infraction of environmental 

regulations, which will be submitted to organs of state, and consult affected parties at grassroots level. 

Improving awareness and the education and mobility of local communities will be another point of concern. 

 

Lastly, in a spirit of cooperation, the newly formed body would inform Cabinet of unconstitutional aspects of 

legislation, particularly pertaining to social, sustainability and water issues. – Susan Botes 

 

The Sunday Independent reported on September 9, 2007: 

 
“The government and mining houses face a major challenge – and the strong likelihood of legal action - from 

a powerful new conservation alliance about to be formed by an array of environmental bodies that are 

concerned about the way precious parts of the natural environment are being destroyed…  

 

“Renowned human rights lawyer George Bizos has pledged his support in his capacity as consultant to the 

Legal Resources Centre.” 

 

“The formal founding of the Federation for a Sustainable Environment (FSE) for South Africa in October 

2007 serves as an example of a protagonist progression towards environmental activism which eventually 

also included traces of proactive activism actions. In specifically the former West Rand and Far West Rand 

goldfields (known today as the part of the Gauteng Province) FSE activists, and some other environmental 

protagonists, have engaged with mines and the government: Either for immediate relief in over-utilised 

mined land, or to address conditions of environmental injustice such as acid mine drainage.  An objective of 
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environmental activists was, and still is, to achieve tactical gains to change outdated mechanisms and 

ideologies regarding man in relation with environment. Also an incompetency by governments of the day to 

respond timeously to scientific warnings and community concerns as a result of capacity absences; a lack of 

skill and a conscious amnesia because of poor record management had to be addressed by environmental 

activists.”     
 

 

The FSE is currently a member of inter alia: 

 

1) The DWS’ Project Steering Committee for the development of the Eutrophication 

Management Strategy for South Africa. 

 

 
Source: Jurgo van Wyk.  Department of Water and Sanitation 

 

Eutrophication challenges in South Africa are exacerbated by insufficient wastewater 

infrastructure maintenance and investment; deteriorating ecological infrastructure; 

recurrent droughts, driven by climatic variation, and an inescapable need for water 

resource development; inequities in access to safe sanitation, against the backdrop of a 

growing population; water use regulation that is not consistently and adequately 

protecting South Africa’s water resources against eutrophication; and a lack of skilled 

water scientists and engineers. 

 

2) The Water and Sanitation Sector Leadership Group (WSSLG) Sustainable 

Development Goal (SDG) 6 Task Team. 

3) The DWS’ Study Steering Committee Vaal River System Reconciliation Strategy 

Study. 
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4) The DFFE’s Project Steering Committee of the North West Province Climate Change 

Response Strategy. 

5) The DFFE’s Waterberg/Bojanala Priority Area Multistakeholder Reference Group. 

6) The DFFE’s Bojanala Air Quality Implementation Task Team. 

7) The DWS’ Blesbokspruit Catchment Management Forum. 

8) The DWS’ Elands/Hex Catchment Management Forum. 

9) The DWS’ Mooi River Catchment Management Forum. 

10) The DWS’ Rietspruit Catchment Management Forum. 

11) The DWS’ Hennops Catchment Management Forum. 

12) The DWS’ Klip River Catchment Management Forum. 

13) The DWS’ Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Management Forum. 

14) The DWS’ Magaliesburg Catchment Management Forum. 

 

BASIC DETAILS ABOUT THE 

ORGANISATION 

Organisation name: 

Federation for a Sustainable Environment (FSE) 

Non-profit Organisation Registration Number:  062-986-NPO 

PBO File No 930 039 506 

The twelve-month period this Report covers: 1st of January 2021 to 31st of December, 2021 

Contact persons (Two office bearers nominated by the Organisation):  

Ms Mariette Liefferink 

Dr. Koos Pretorius 

Contact person:  Ms Mariette Liefferink 

Contact person’s title in the organization:  Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

Telephone number: (011) 465 6910 

Cell phone number:  073 231 4893 

E-Mail address:  mariette@pea.org.za  

Another contact person is:  Dr Koos Pretorius 

Contact person’s title in the organization: Director 

E-Mail: 'koos@sutherlamb.co.za' 

Cell phone number: 083 986 4400 

mailto:mariette@pea.org.za
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Organisation’s physical address: 

44 Broadlands 

Corner of Rosewood and Cedar Roads 

Broadacres Ext. 5 

Fourways 

Sandton 

2021 

 

Organisation’s postal address  

Postnet Suite #113,  

Private Bag X153,  

Bryanston,  

2021 

 

OFFICE BEARERS 

Name Office Bearer 

Title 

Liefferink, Mariette (Ms) 

 

Chief Executive Director 

Pretorius, J.P (Dr) 

 

Director 

Aboud, Gavin (Mr) Non-Executive Director 

Mpanze, M. (Ms) Non-Executive Director 

Solomon, MH (Prof) Non-Executive Director 

Tempelhoff, JWN (Prof) Non-Executive Director 

Thiam, Djiby Oumar Racine 

(Prof) 

Non-Executive Director 
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Details of the FSE’s staff member’s job title, whether they are female or male, their race 

group and the skills they have: 

 

Job title of staff member Gender 

Female or Male 

Race 

Indian, Black, White, Asian 

Office Assistant 

Ms (Emeldah) Ncube 

Skills: General office duties 

(mailing and filing correspondence 

and archiving documents, 

purchasing,  answering calls, 

interacts with clients and visitors, 

managing refreshments and assists 

with meetings) 

Female 

 

Black 

Office Assistant 

Mr (Kenias) Ngwenya  

Skills: Quality Controller 

Male 

 

Black 

Office Assistant 

Mr Sabbert Ndaimana 

Skills: Horticulture 

Male Black 

 

Temporary Assistants  

In addition to the above-mentioned employees, residents from mining affected communities 

assisted the FSE with occasional and miscellaneous duties during 2021. 

 

The FSE delivered cash payment to residents from local mining affected communities to 

assist on an ad hoc basis with environmental tours and lectures, and social programmes.  The 

duties involved assistance with, for example, the handing out of brochures, food parcels, 

cleaning of venues and collection of waste, assistance with news media interviews, etc.    All 

assistants worked less than 5 (five) hours per month. 

 

All assistants were black and from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

 

 

Covid-19 
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Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the restrictions and lockdown, many of the FSE’s meetings, 

workshops and conferences were conducted virtually.  Notwithstanding, the FSE was 

actively involved in social and environmental programmes, research, site inspections, 

advocacy, etc. 

 

Consultants 

The FSE employed the services of the following professional consultants during 2021:   

 

 

Name 

 

 

Company 

 

Services 

Negotia Labour 

Relations Practitioners 

8 Totius St, Potchefstroom, 2531 Professional advice on 

proposed service agreements 

Nicole Copley, Janice 

Steffenson, Dorothy 

O’Neill, Alison Parle 

NGOLaw 

2A Palmiet Drive, Westville, 3629 

Legal advice and assistance 

regarding the legal 

requirements for Non-Profit 

Organisations 

 

JJ Deale 

Abacus Work Review Services 

P.O. Box 13190 

Hatfield 

0028 

Professional Auditing Services 

and Advice 

Nutall, Trisha 'Trisha Nuttall' <trishalee.tln@gmail.com>; 

'Trisha Nuttall' <trishdelish.tn@gmail.com> 

Web Administrator (Website, 

Twitter and Facebook 

Assistance and Advice) 

Awie Bosman, Surnei 

Goussard & Jenny 

Pretorius 

AP Bosman and Associates 

855 Besembiesie Road 

Montana Park 

0159 

 

Professional Accounting and 

Tax Services and Advice 

 

Andrew Papadopoulos 

 

Physical: KISCH IP, 5 Inanda Greens Business 

Park, 54 Wierda Road West, Wierda Valley, 

Sandton  

Postal: PO Box 781218, Sandton, 2146, South 

Africa 

 

Trade Mark Attorney 

Daniel Richards  

Neumann 

Equaliti Health Impact Practitioners (Pty) Ltd 

29 Pewter Street, Elardus Park  

0181 

P.O. Box 4925 Rietvalleirand 

0174 

Health Risk Assessment and 

submission of an expert report. 

 

The FSE also procured the services of volunteers pertaining to professional advice on 

biodiversity-, surface and groundwater assessments; administration; systems, project and 

process management; professional advice and services re human resources; professional 

engineering advice; professional advice on financial vehicles for rehabilitation; and technical 

assistance in the exercise of its duties and responsibilities during 2021.  The remuneration for 

volunteers was in the form of services/goods in kind and/or donations. 
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LIST OF IMPORTANT MEETINGS 

As contemplated in Item 4(1) of Schedule 1 of the Companies Act, 2008, the FSE has no 

members. 

In terms of clause 8.1 of the FSE’s Memorandum of Incorporation (MOI), “the Company Board 

of Directors may consider a matter other than a meeting and the directors may instead of voting 

to make a decision of a meeting, adopt a decision by written consent of the majority of directors 

given in person or by electronic communication provided that each director has received notice 

of the matter to be decided upon.  A decision so made shall have the same effect as if it had 

been approved at a meeting.” 

In terms of clause 8.3 of the FSE’s MOI “the Company’s Board of Directors may conduct a 

meeting entirely by electronic communication or provide for participation in a meeting by 

electronic communication so long as the electronic communication facility employed 

ordinarily enables all persons participating in that meeting to communicate concurrently with 

each other without an intermediary, and to participate effectively in the meeting.” 

In terms of clause 8.7.1 of the FSE’s MOI, “the directors shall formally meet together at least 

once per annum for the dispatch of business provided that the directors shall receive monthly 

reports from the Chief Executive Officer and other officers of the company which keep the 

directors up to date on an ongoing basis with the details of the activities of the Company.” 

The FSE’s Board of Directors met formally, albeit virtually on Saturday, the 27th of February, 

2021 for the dispatch of business.  In attendance was Ms Mariette Liefferink (Chairperson), 

Prof. Michael Solomon, Dr Koos Pretorius, Ms Mbali Mpanza, Prof. Johann Tempelhoff and 

Mr Gavin Aboud, and Ms Simone Tate (technical assistant).  

The CEO provides detailed monthly reports to the FSE’s directors to keep the directors up to 

date on an ongoing basis with the details of the activities of the FSE and engages with the 

directors regularly. 

THE ORGANISATION’S PLANNED 

OBJECTIVES FOR 2022 

▪ International Co-Operation 

▪ Empowering Mining Affected Communities  

o Environmental Workshops 

o Community Meetings 

o Environmental Tours 

o Financial Assistance 

o Conferences 

o Information Dissemination  

o Engagements with Community Members and Civil Society Organisations 
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o Skills Development 

o Social Programmes 

o Environmental Programmes 

▪ Environmental Tours with special interest groups and academic institutions.  The FSE 

has received requests for tours during 2022 from: 

o Vuyisile Ncube of Human Rights Watch 

o Prof Christopher Curtis and Master Students of the University of Johannesburg 

o 360 Degrees Environmental organization based in Ekurhuleni and other 

community based organisations around Gauteng Province  

▪ Research  

▪ Publications  

▪ Social and Environmental Programmes in collaboration with Gold Fields’ South Deep 

Mine: 

 

Programme 

 

 

Community/Stakeholders 

 

Partners 

1.Back to school campaign 

(school shoes donation) 

Simunye / Thusanang Community Federation for a Sustainable 

Environment (FSE), local 

NGO’s, Department of 

Education and Social 

Development 

2. Social (Sport Tournaments) All host communities, priority will 

be given as response to community 

requests 

FSE, local NGO’s and 

community members, Rand Wet 

City Local Municipality 

Councillors and South African 

Police Service 

3.World Environment Day.  

Commemoration Theme 

Westonaria, Borwa, Simunye, 

Poortjie and Bekkersdal 

FSE, GDARD, Rand West City 

Local Municipality, Rand Water, 

local environmental groups 

4.Community Food Gardens 

(donating seedlings and training) 

All host communities FSE, GDARD, Rand West City 

Local Municipality, Rand Water, 

community members 

5.Environmental Waste 

Management Campaigns and 

Workshops (donating personal 

protective clothing and 

equipment) 

Hillshaven, Simunye, Borwa, 

Bekkersdal 

GDARD, Rand West City Local 

Municipality, Rand Water, local 

environmental groups 

6.Two Environmental tours Various communities, government 

officials, Rand West City Local 

Municipality’s newly elected 

Council Members 

FSE 

 

 

▪ Engagement with International and National News Media 

▪ Legal interventions and Litigation 

▪ Commenting on Mining Companies’ Environmental Impact Assessments (EIAs), 

Environmental Management Programme Reports (EMPRs) and Water Use Licence 

(WUL) Applications 
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▪ Requests for Information in terms of the Provisions of the Promotion of Access to 

Information Act, 2 Of 2000 (PAIA) 

▪ Appeals against Environmental Authorisations (EAs) and Water Use Licences (WULs) 

▪ Participation in Governmental Steering Committees, Task Teams, Advisory 

Committees, Forums, etc.  

▪ Comments on Draft Regulations, Policies, Strategies, Guidelines, etc. 

▪ Rehabilitation Initiatives  

▪ Co-Operation with International and National Non-Profit Organisations  

▪ Disclosure to the News Media, Parliamentary Portfolio Committees, the South African 

Human Rights Commission, the Office of the Public Protector, the Attorney General, 

etc. of pollution incidences, ecological degradation and non-compliances with 

environmental legislation 

▪ Lobbying  

▪ Addressing Sewage Related Issues 

▪ Assistance with environmental greening and future sustainable land uses and livelihood 

opportunities within Townships of Mining Affected Communities. 

 

 

TOP RISKS  

The FSE identified the following risks during 2021 and 2022: 

 

Contextual 

 

Programmatic 

 

Organisational 

 

 
-Climate Change and Climate Response 

Shortcomings 

-COVID-19 pandemic and other health-

related risks 

-Increased societal fragmentation 

-Rising unemployment and youth 

disillusionment 

-Widespread poverty and inequality 

-Erosion of democratic values 

-Attacks on the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa and the 

judiciary  

-Political instability and interference 

-Corruption 

-Dependency on fossil fuels and mining 

-Poor management of water and waste 

water services 

-Failure to protect and restore ecological 

infrastructure 

-Biodiversity Loss 

-Failure in the collection, management of 

data and information, particularly within 

the water sector 

-Lack of capacity and skills within the 

Department of Mineral Resources and 

-Diverse programmes (social-, academic-, 

environmental-, community-, advocacy-, 

lobbying, etc.) which puts significant strain 

on the FSE’s limited resources 

 

-The FSE’s involvement in social media, 

such as Twitter and Facebook is limited and 

should be expanded in order to gain better 

exposure and reach more stakeholders. 

Improvements in this regard has been 

implemented. 

-Limited capacity: technical-. human 

resource- and financial capacity  

-Administrative burden to comply with the 

legislation requirements for NGOs e.g. 

compliance with the Companies Act, the 

NPO Act, King Code IV, etc.  

-Administrative burden to comply with the 

requirements of the FSE’s sponsors e.g. Tax 

Clearance Certification, B-BBEE 

Compliance Certification, etc.  

-Limited staff 
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Energy, the Department of Water and 

Sanitation, the National Nuclear 

Regulator, the Department of 

Environment, Forestry and Fisheries, and 

in particular in provincial and local 

government 

-Failure in national, provincial and local 

government to ensure financial 

sustainability 

-Competition amongst NPOs for funding 

-Dependency of the South African 

Government on the mining sector and 

unrealistic expectations of employment 

within the mining sector by local 

communities 

-In communities who are characterized by 

widespread poverty, there is a poor notion 

of intra- and inter-generational 

environmental equity and medium and 

long term impacts and benefits 

-Systemic non-compliance with 

environmental legislation and non-

enforcement of non-compliance 

 

 

CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 

The FSE’s advocacy in 2021 undoubtedly contributed to amendments of environmental 

legislation, the drafting of policies, strategies and regulations.  The purpose of the FSE’s 

sustained and active participation in academic and governmental task teams, forums, steering- 

and advisory committees, environmental impact assessments, water use license applications 

and environmental management programme reports in 2021 was to influence decisions.  We 

are of the modest opinion that our advocacy was not in vain. 

The FSE persevered in playing a watchdog role in 2021 and remains committed to holding 

governmental officials and the mining industry accountable for ecological degradation and 

pollution, and failure in duty of care.  

The FSE co-operated with a considerable number of national and international researchers and 

academic institutions, national and international non-profit organisations, community based 

organisations, public law firms and industry in addressing environmental challenges and risks 

during 2021. The FSE’s activities were documented in a number of academic and news media 

reports, and documentary films. 

In the FSE’s engagements with mining companies, the FSE continued in 2021 to encourage 

the participation of marginalised and vulnerable members of mining affected communities in 

decision-making. The FSE advocated for serendipitous input as opposed to mechanistic 

approaches and formality in public participation processes and consultation; the recognition of 

local knowledge; the acknowledgement of community dynamics and structures, and local 
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sensitivities; the involvement of interested and affected parties in the agreements regarding 

future land use of affected areas and thus in the decisions regarding the establishment of 

objectives for such future land use; and for consultation to involve dialogue and feedback to in 

order to allow for interested and affected parties to contribute to challenges and opportunities 

within the mining sector as equals.  The FSE’s ongoing advocacy for the use of synergetic 

power (power that comes from cooperating) as opposed to coercive power in conflict resolution 

has resulted in improved relationships between some mining companies and their host 

communities. 

In the FSE’s engagements with mining affected communities in 2021, the FSE’s focus 

continued to be on the empowerment of these communities in order for them to understand the 

challenges, risks and opportunities; to prepare them for mine closure; and to ensure that the 

interests of both current and future generations are not compromised.  The FSE’s activities in 

this regard are well documented in the scholarly publication titled “Community engagement 

research in South Africa:  Histories, methods, theories and practice”. 

One of the main objectives of the FSE in 2022 will be to become more actively involved in the 

marine seismic surveys and petroleum exploration activities off the South African Coastline 

and advocating for the revision of marine protection legislation by revoking the exclusive 

power of the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) to issue oil and gas 

exploration permits. The subjoined map shows the proposed oil and gas exploration activities 

in South Africa in terms of Operation Phakisa. 
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The recent push to the unearthing of minerals such as lithium, copper and nickel will present a 

hard and challenging choice for the FSE in 2022 since the FSE has been zealously advocating 

for a just transition from dirty energy (fossil fuels) to renewables such as solar energy.  The 

above metals are critical in building the batteries to power electric cars as well as renewable 

power storage applications that may play a role in baseload power supply and accelerating 

decarbonisation. 

While a transition to renewable energy is an imperative change, it must be done in an 

ecologically and socially responsible manner. This requires thorough due diligence throughout 

the mining life cycle, considering the implementation of the mitigation hierarchy, ensuring the 

best possible options are implemented to enhance and conserve sensitive species and 

ecosystems while doing so in a manner that incorporates the socio-economic conditions. 

The FSE’s commitment to responsible mining and sustainable development remains resolute 

as the requisite to preserve our natural environment, scarce water resources and terrestrial and 

aquatic biodiversity has become of prime importance. We no longer have a choice. 

The FSE expresses its sincere gratitude to its funders, supporters, affiliates, mentors and 

lawyers, including the pro bono assistance of Adv. Samantha Jane Martin, and the FSE’s non-

executive directors who have admirably fulfilled their fiduciary duties with diligence, 

commitment and gratuitously. 

 

Dr Koos Pretorius 

CHAIRPERSON:  FEDERATION FOR A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT 

22 February 2022 

 

SUMMARY OF SOME OF THE ISSUES THE 

FSE WAS ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN 

DURING 2021 

RADIOACTIVITY 

The FSE has advocated for the remediation of radioactive mine residue areas within the 

Witwatersrand gold fields since its inauguration in 2007 and continued to do so in 2021.   

In response to the FSE’s request for information regarding what actions the National Nuclear 

Regulator (NNR) have taken in terms of the findings of Water Research Commission Report 
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No 1214/1/06 titled “An assessment of sources, pathways, mechanisms and risks of current 

and potential future pollution of water and sediments in gold-mining areas of the 

Wonderfonteinspruit catchment”, which identified the Wonderfonteinspruit “as the  site of 

significant radioactive and other pollution, generally attributed to the mining and processing 

of uraniferous gold ores in the area”, the NNR responded on the 28th of September, 2021 that 

“it has developed two working draft documents titled: “A Collaborative Framework for 

Remediation” and “ Proposed Funding Mechanism” respectively and that “the documents 

have not been finalised due to delays in the stakeholder consultation process brought about by 

the COVID-19 pandemic”. 

It follows hence that after the effluxion of 15 years since the publication of the above Report, 

two documents were drafted but not finalised and no actions have been taken in terms of the 

findings of the Report. 

The NNR, appointed BS Associates1 to conduct an assessment of radiological impacts of 

mining activities in the Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Area (WCA).  The 2007 Report titled 

“Radiological Impacts of the Mining Activities to the Public in the Wonderfonteinspruit 

Catchment Area” (Report TR‐RRD‐07‐0006) found that “the considered radiological risks in 

the WCA comprise both, the effects of current mine water discharges and diffuse emissions of 

seepage and runoff from slimes dams, as well as legacies of past radioactive contamination, 

now present as radionuclides stored in sediments and soils”.  

In response to the FSE’s request for information regarding the actions that the NNR have 

undertaken to address these risks to the public as identified in the above Report of 2007, the 

NNR again responded on the 28th of September 2021 that it has developed two working draft 

documents titled: “A Collaborative Framework for Remediation” and “ Proposed Funding 

Mechanism” respectively and that “the documents have not been finalised due to delays in the 

stakeholder consultation process brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic”.  

We conclude from the NNR’s response that since 2007 (14 years later) no actions were taken 

by the NNR to address these risks to the public as identified in the above Report. 

While the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) recognised that “it has become essential that an 

integrated plan be formulated on the remediation of contaminated landforms in South Africa 

where previous mining activities has taken place that reflects the constitutional rights of all 

South Africans to an environment that is not harmful to human health” and published  a Report 

titled “Plan for the Remediation for Contaminated Sites” in 2015, the NNR responded on the 

28th of September, 2021 to the FSE’s request for information regarding the status of the above 

plan  that:  “Plans without funds are not implementable. The focus now, is on identifying 

possible sources of funding for remediation and thereafter a remediation plan will be 

developed and implemented in collaboration with all relevant parties”. 

 
1 Dr. R. Barthel (BSA), L.A. Williams (BSA), Dr. G. Deissmann (BSA), Dr. C. Bunzmann (BS), Prof. Dr. L. 

Funke (IAF), Dr. H. Schulz (IAF), Dr. R. Ross (IAF), S.R. Moeketsi (BSA), T. Cramer (BS), Dr. H.D. Brenk 

(BSA) 
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It is inferred from the NNR’s response that the 2015 “Plan for the Remediation of 

Contaminated Sites” was not implemented due to lack of funding. 

Pursuant to the South African Human Rights Commission’s (SAHRC) “National Hearing on 

the Underlying Socio-Economic Challenges of Mining Affected Communities” in 2016, the 

SAHRC found  “that there is an immediate need to address the lack of clarity concerning the 

State’s roles and responsibilities in the remediation of contaminated mine sites, particularly 

where such sites have been abandoned.. The  Commission further finds that, in light of the 

potentially severe and long-lasting impacts of contaminated sites, the State must prioritise 

funding for the National Nuclear Regulator (NNR) to undertake remediation activities”. 

In response to the FSE’s request for information regarding the status of the above findings and 

directives of the SAHRC, the NNR’s response was analogous to its previous responses, namely  

that the NNR has developed two working draft documents2 aimed at adddressing the SAHRC’s 

directive but that the documents have not been finalised due to delays in the stakeholder 

consultation proces brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic.  

It is clear therefore that the 2016 directives of the SAHRC have not been implemented. 

In response to the FSE’s request for information regarding the NNR’s compliance with the 

FSE’s 2012 Court Interdict pertaining to the Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement and the lawful 

removal of the radioactive dump material and rehabilitation of the contaminated footprint, the 

NNR responded on the 28th of September, 2021 that: “To date, all the available options were 

found to be inadequate by the Steering Committee and therefore relevant activities could not 

be implemented….At this stage, the successful remediation and rehabilitation of the Tudor 

Shaft informal settlement is totally dependent on funding”. 

In terms of the NNR’s response it can therefore be logically inferred that the radioactive Tudor 

Dump material will continue to pose a hazard and risk to adjacent communities notwithstanding 

the successful Court Interdict, which was obtained in 2012. 

MINING 

ARTISANAL AND SMALL SCALE MINING 

The increase in incidences of illegal mining compounds the challenges facing the mining 

sector. 

The FSE’s involvement during 2021 in Artisanal and Small Scale Mining (ASM) was as 

follows:   

 
2 The documents are titled “A Collaborative Framework for Remediation” and a “Proposed Funding Mechanism” 

respectively. 
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1. The FSE was a member of the section 11 advisory committees of the SAHRC’s Report 

on ASM as well as the Commission’s Report on the Underlying Socio-Economic 

challenges of mining affected communities in South Africa. 

2. The FSE participated in the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy’s (DMRE) 

prior consultation process on the ASM Draft Policy. 

3. The FSE participated in discussions and negotiations between the National Association 

of Artisanal Miners (NAAM), Mining Affected Communities United in Action 

(MACUA), the Centre for Applied Legal Studies (CALS) and the Legal Resources 

Centre (LRC) regarding ASM. 

4. The FSE was invited to present at the Basel University in Switzerland on the major 

challenges in Large Scale Mining and ASM and what can be done to improve the 

situation. The FSE’s presentation was part of the “Basel Gold Day – How to obtain 

Clean Gold:  The Consumer Perspective”, which was led by Prof Mark Pieth. 

The FSE’s position on ASM is as follows: 

• Not all individuals or groups are involved in criminal syndicates 

• The informal nature of ASM as well as the non-existent legal protection make it 

amenable to illegal dealings 

• Not all communities have the same views around artisanal mining 

• Not all artisanal miners are non-nationals or illegal immigrants 

• The current socio-economic situation in SA has pushed many into unregulated artisanal 

mining 

• There is a direct link between retrenchment of mine workers and informal mining 

• Cessation of mining without proper closure and remediation, liquidation, care and 

maintenance, failure to monitor compliance with SLP and EMPRs contribute to 

unlawful mining. 

 

The Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of 2002 (MPRDA) does not cater 

for the artisanal mining industry.  The objective of the ASM Policy is to create a foundation 

for formulation of a dedicated ASM legal framework and to bring them within the mainstream 

economy. 

The ASM Policy proposes that: 

• Artisanal and Small-scale mining to be reserved for South Africans 

• Preference to issue permits to co-operatives and not individuals 

• ASM to be limited to surface and open cast mining 

• ASM to co-exist with large operations through contributing agreements, equipment 

leasing, technical support and participation in the supply chain. 

• The Government is to train, empower and educate ASM Miners 

• The Policy and legal framework must clearly distinguish illegal mining from ASM 

• The Government must strengthen laws re criminalisation of illegal mining to deter 

illegal mining activities and a trained detective unit is proposed. 
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DRAFT NATIONAL CLOSURE STRATEGY 

The Strategy is not a policy.  A mine closure policy will emanate from this strategy. 

The 2008 Regional Mine Closure Strategies for the Witwatersrand gold fields, which were 

prepared by the Council of Geoscience for the Department of Minerals and Energy were not 

finalised and published.  The delay has had some undesirable impacts. 

The Strategy identified the current challenges as experienced by Sibanye-Stillwater and the 

South Deep Mine regarding the Closure Application by Sibanye-Stillwater’s Ezulwini Mine, 

namely the interconnection of Mines and that the closure of a mine will impact on the remaining 

mines in the region, and that the cumulative impacts resulting from all mines in a region could 

potentially be imposed on the last man standing. 

One of the objectives of the Strategy is to manage water at mining sites so that water is more 

efficiently managed and to develop a post closure mine water strategy for the area.   

Another objective is the integration of Environmental Management Programme Reports 

(EMPRs), Social and Labour Plans (SLPs) and Corporate Social Investment (CSI) by reducing 

the duplication of efforts and spending and aggregating available funding for coordinated 

regional Projects.   

While the FSE welcomes the Draft National Mine Closure Strategy, the Strategy is, however, 

silent on the loopholes, which exist regarding business rescue and liquidation.   

The FSE identified the following loopholes: 

1. There is lack of articulation between the closure requirements in the MPRDA and the 

process for winding up companies as set out in Chapter 14 of the Companies Act 

(1973). 

Chapter 14 of the Companies only requires that South African Revenue Service 

(SARS), trade unions and employees be notified if a company applies for liqudation. 

The MPRDA places no specific obligation on the court to determine whether a company 

applying for liquidation has applied for a closure certificate, ensured the transfer of 

environmental liabilities or actually topped up any shortfall of funds. 

The duties and potential liability of the business rescue practitioner and liquidator are 

unclear, that is, whether the liquidator is obliged to apply for a closure certificate (the 

2019 Regulations for Financial Provisioning proposes to address this loophole).   

One of the most serious consequences of liquidation is that the company ceases to exist 

as a legal person.  The environmental obligations specified in the MPRDA is linked to 

a holder of a mining right, and this in turn is defined with reference to a person.  If no 

person legally exists these obligations by extension cannot be enforced. 

The FSE in its litigation in the Mintails Group of Companies matter is endeavouring to 

establish a legal precedent in this regard. 

2. One of the most common practices for mining companies avoiding their closure 

commitment is ‘pass the parcel’, that is, the selling of mines close to closure on to less 
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resourced companies who will relieve them of the responsibility and liability of dealing 

with the problems of closure.  This ‘pass the parcel’ approach to the custodianship of 

the closure plan allow for mines to end up in the hands of the weakest companies who 

neither have the resources, will or intention to manage closure responsibly. 

 

3. Another loophole is the complex corporate structures of mining companies to obfuscate 

responsibility for closure.  Listed mining companies currently have the option of exiting 

a liability escalating venture by changing the controlling interest of the corporate entity 

holding the right.  There is no state oversight of this process at present.  

FSE supports a structured closure process and application for closure instead of using the 

aforesaid loopholes. 

CLOSURE APPLICATION OF THE EZULWINI MINE 

The FSE is a registered Interested and Affected Party and participated in the public 

participation process. 

 

The FSE has an interest in the Closure Application of the Ezulwini Mine for the following 

reasons: 

 

• The FSE advocates for responsible mine closure and rehabilitation, specifically to 

ensure that the state and communities do not assume a disproportionate share of the 

environmental risks when a mine ceases its operations; 

• The FSE has been actively involved in the legacy of gold mining within the 

Witwatersrand gold fields and in particular with the risk associated with uranium and 

radioactivity, acid mine drainage, inappropriate residential developments on mine 

residue areas, seismicity and sinkholes and dust fallout since 2007. 

• The FSE has been actively involved in the winding up and liquidation of the Grootvlei 

Mine, the Blyvooruitzicht Gold Mining Company and the Mintails Group of 

Companies and the ensuing externalisation of costs and impacts to mining affected 

communities, future generations, a mute environment, neighbouring mines and 

financially beleaguered local municipalities. 

 

The FSE position is that:  

 

• Closure of gold mines within the Far West Rand and West Rand is a given and that it 

will be unreasonable to expect mines when they cease their operations to continue 

pumping underground water indefinitely. 

• It is common cause that different mines in a specific area will cease their operations at 

different times.  The delay in the development of an overarching framework has proved 

to be prejudicial to mines that have applied for closure.   

• The South African Government embarked on a policy in the 1960s of permitting the 

dewatering of dolomitic compartments within the Far West Rand gold fields. 

• Along the timeline, there has been many actors involved and a range of undertakings 

and liability partnerships.  There is therefore a collective responsibility on not only the 

Ezulwini Mine but also the state and neighbouring mines to assist and not frustrate the 

responsible closure of the Ezulwini operation. 
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• Failure to obtain closure, may allow for the use of ambiguities or inadequacies 

(loopholes) in the current legal system. 

• The rewatering and the restoration of pre-mining flow patterns and volumes, and the 

return of water systems to the natural pre-mining state were foreseen.  It was 

furthermore foreseen that the connections between mines and dolomitic compartments 

will ultimately control the flow of water once rewatering occurs. 

 

The DMRE authorised the closure application for the Rehabilitation, Decommissioning and 

Closure of the underground Mine Workings of the Cooke Operations (Ezulwini Mine) located 

in the Magisterial District, West Rand District Municipality on the 13th of December, 2021. 

 

PROPOSED REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO 

FINANCIAL PROVISION FOR THE MITIGATION AND 

REHABILITATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE 

CAUSED BY RECONNAISSANCE, PROSPECTING, 

MINING, EXPLORATION OR PRODUCTION 

OPERATIONS, 2021 

The FSE actively participated in the above process. 

The draft Regulations include the regulation that financial provision must guarantee the 

availability of sufficient funds for: 

• Progressive or concurrent rehabilitation 

• Decommissioning and closure activities 

• Remediation and management of residual and latent environmental damage including 

the pumping and treatment of polluted or extraneous water where relevant. 

 

The financial liability in terms of the proposed Regulations for Financial Provisioning may not 

be deferred against assets at mine closure or mine infrastructure salvage value. 

The costs for annual rehabilitation must come from the operational budget of the company and 

not a draw down of the financial provisioning funds. 

The financial vehicles in the Draft Regulations now include, besides cash and bank guarantees, 

a closure rehabilitation company.   

The CEO of the Applicant, holder or person appointed in a similar position or where liquidation 

or business rescue proceedings have been initiated, the liquidator or business rescue 

practitioner of the company is responsible for implementing the rehabilitation and mine closure 

plans and remediation and management of residual and latent environmental impacts, including 

the ongoing pumping and treatment of polluted or extraneous water. 
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The FSE’s submissions on the Regulations pertain to dump reclamation activities and the 

applicability of the financial regulations to tailings. In terms of the section 3(1) of the 

Regulations, the Regulations apply to “an applicant and a holder, notwithstanding the 

applicability of section 52(1) of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act.” 

Although the Regulations define “mining” as “the extraction of a mineral from the earth or any 

residue deposit or stockpile…” “mine”, used as a verb in the Mineral and Petroleum Resources 

Development Act (MPRDA), does not include extraction activities in residue stockpiles.  

Extraction of minerals from residue stockpiles constitutes processing that does not require a 

separate mining permit or mining right. 

The judgement in the De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd and Ataqua Mining (Pty) Ltd and 

others matter in the High Court of South Africa (Orange Free State Provincial Division - Case 

No. : 3215/06 ), established that  reprocessing of tailings is not subject to the control of the 

MPRDA and does not require a mining right/permit. 

Whilst Listing Notices 1, 2 and 3, of the EIA Regulations, include residue deposits and residue 

stockpiles, the intention of the MPRDA was to exclude tailings dumps according to the above 

judgment. 

The Court found that there are several reasons why tailings dumps, are not subject to control 

by the MPRDA namely: 

(i) The tailings dumps are movable, and the minerals/metals s occurring in them do not occur 

“naturally in or on the earth. 

(ii) “Tailings dumps do not occur naturally. They are formed by the placement of processed 

and partly processed materials, to be reworked in future years when technology improves. 

 (iii) Tailings are not part of the heritage to which section 3(1) of the MPRDA refers.”  

Section 5. (1) of the Regulations refer to “agreed closure objectives designed to achieve an 

approved sustainable end state, in the sort, medium and long term”.  It is the FSE’s submission 

that the proposed Financial Regulations must adequately ensure that the endpoint of closure 

incorporates the concept of sustainable sequential land use  (with associated use of other 

resources connected with such sequential land use, for example water use) and sustainable 

livelihood opportunities; and that interested and affected parties are adequately involved in 

agreements regarding future land use of affected areas and thus in the decisions regarding the 

establishment of closure objectives for such future land use, as well as in discussing the 

alternatives for engineering interventions, where decision regarding such options will affect 

the future land use. 

One of the objectives of financial provisioning according to 6(c) is inter alia for “(c) the 

mitigation and management of latent environmental impacts including the ongoing pumping 

and treatment of polluted or extraneous water, where relevant.” The FSE raised the concern 

that there is a reluctance by mining companies and the regulators to apply for and issue closure 

certificates respectively as a result of the onerous responsibility to mitigate and manage latent 
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and residual impacts and the pumping and treatment of polluted water (e.g. acid mine drainage), 

which may continue for many years after closure. Currently, very few mines receive final 

closure status in South African and the key issue hinges on the abovementioned latent and 

residual risks and how to manage it. 

 

MARCH 2020 AMENDMENTS TO THE MPRD 

REGULATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

SOCIAL AND LABOUR PLANS (SLPs) 

The FSE has for years advocated for mining affected communities to have automatic access to 

EMPrs, WULs and SLPs.   

The 2020 Amendments to the MPRD Regulations for Implementation, call for meaningful 

consultation with mine communities and IAPS on the contents of the SLPs. It furthermore 

directs that a holder of a mining right must convene a minimum of three meetings per annum 

with mine communities and IAPs about the implementation of the SLP and must publish the 

approved SLP on the company’s website, hard copies must be placed in local schools, public 

libraries, etc. and announcements must be made on local radio stations. 

 

WATER 

ACID MINE DRAINAGE – CURRENT STATUS 
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Source: Stephan du Toit 

The FSE was a member of the Study Steering Committee for the Feasibility Study for the Long 

Term Solution of AMD.  The Feasibility Study was completed in 2013 and at the time it was 

proposed that the Long Term Solution (desalination by means of reverse osmosis or ion 

exchange) should be implemented by 2014/2015 to address elevated Total Dissolved Solid 

concentrations in and below the Vaal Barrage.   

The Short Term Treatment of AMD within the Eastern and Central Basins currently contributes 

an average TDS load of 362 tons per day to the Vaal Barrage Catchment. 

The Long Term Solution of AMD has been provisionally deferred (to 2030 - 2040) due to fiscal 

limitations and to allow for the recalibration of the salinity and hydrology models of the Vaal. 

Short Term Treatment of AMD commenced in the Western Basin in 2012, in the Central Basin 

in 2014 and in the Eastern Basin in 2016. 

The short term treatment is merely a pH adjustment.  AMD contains a wide spectrum of metals 

in toxic concentrations including radioactive metals.  In most cases the metals in AMD will 

precipitate out of solution when the pH is adjusted upwards.  The metals have not disappeared 

but they have merely changed to a different oxidation state – from soluble to a solid form.  The 

process can be reversed and the metals mobilised, should the water become acidic. 

In terms of the Draft Mine Water Management Policy of 2017 coal and gold mines are 

categorised as Category A Mines, that is acid-producing. 
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In terms of the recent information, which was presented by Mr Bashan Govender, the Acting 

Director of the DWS’ Directorate:  Mine Water Management: 

• Surface and groundwater will continue to find its way into underground workings in 

the Eastern, Central and West Rand. 

• Continuous pumping of underground mine drainage is a prerequisite. 

• 180 million liters are pumped per day. 

• If 150 million liters of neutralised AMD (in terms of the short term treatment) are 

released in the Vaal Barrage, 60 million litres of clean water will have to be released 

from the Vaal Dam to dilute the salinity. 

• The volume in the Vaal Dam is insufficient and will have to be augmented by the Tugela 

Vaal and Lesotho Highlands Water Project 2, which may only be completed by 2027 

or later. 

• It was previously assumed that in time poor quality water will separate (stratify) from 

the better quality water and will stay deep in the Central and Eastern Basins, while the 

water closer to surface will be of a better quality. 

• Depth profile monitoring has found this not to be the case. 

• It was found that there is not an improvement in the raw AMD within the Central and 

Eastern Basins.   

• These monitoring results therefore confirm that mine water cannot be allowed to flood 

the mine voids and decant since it will have significant impacts on downstream water 

users. 

• Pumping and treatment of mine water will therefore have to continue. 

• Disposal of the sludge (high density) presents challenges since there is no successful 

treatment of the sludge for beneficial use.  In the Eastern Basin the sludge disposal in 

boreholes has resulted in the clogging of boreholes. 

• The current National Water and Sanitation Master Plan called for the desalination of 

mine water to address the predicted deficit between water supply and demand – a gap 

of 17% of available surface and groundwater by 2030. 
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The FSE continues to be actively involved in the treatment and management of AMD, and 

continues to advocate for appropriate and cost effective technologies that are situational based 

with minimal residuals and/or easily manageable residues; for the use of treated AMD to 

supplement water supply and for enforcement of the polluter pays principle (apportionment of 

liabilities).  The polluter pays principle is based on the internalisation of externalities and is 

therefore central to the equitable resolution of pollution costs currently being borne by the end 

user. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS 

COMMISSION’S (SAHRC) REPORT ON THE SEWAGE 

POLLUTION OF THE VAAL 

 

Vaal River 

Source: Russell Tate 

The SAHRC’s investigation in loco was conducted in September 2018.  Two and a half years 

later the Report was launched, that is, on the 17th of February, 2021. 

It was found that the sewage problem is a crisis and that the Vaal is polluted beyond recovery.  

The Vaal is a vital water resource.  19 Million person depend on the Vaal for drinking, domestic 

and commercial use. 

The SAHRC’s Report found:  
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The Emfuleni Municipality caused the sewage pollution.  The DWS and the DEFF had not 

been able to hold the Emfuleni Municipality accountable.  The Report concluded that there was 

extensive non-compliance at all spheres of government. 

The SAHRC’s Report contains the following recommendations: 

1. The DWS and Gauteng COGTA and Treasury are to draw up a cost effective interim 

plan to urgently stop or limit the flow of sewage in the streets and home so Emfuleni. 

2. The National and Provincial Governments to conduct a detailed needs assessment for 

the clean-up and rehabilitation of the Vaal and contract skilled persons. 

3. The DWS to develop and implement policies to deal with the water crisis in South 

Africa and contamination of the Vaal. 

4. The DWS to reintroduce the Blue and Green Drop System. 

5. The Vaal River and Water Infrastructure to be declared critical infrastructure; to be 

protected and restored. 

6. Officials in non-compliance with legislation to be dismissed. 

7. Corruption to be referred to the Public Protector and SAPS. 

8. The consequences of pollution could result in a string of legitimate civil claims against 

the DWS for damages.  Failure to implement the Water Services Act, the National 

Water Act and the National Environmental Management Act will result in litigation up 

to the Constitutional Court. 

9. Government is to intervene in the running of the Emfuleni Local Municipality. 

 

All parties were to respond to the SAHRC within 60 days of the receipt of the Final Report. 

The Minister of Water and Sanitation, Minister Mchunu and Deputy Minister David Mahlobo 

convened a number of Section 63 Stakeholder Engagement Meetings during October and 

November 2021.  Rand Water was appointed as the Implementing Agent of the Intervention 

Plan. The Intervention Plan is subjoined hereunder. 
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The FSE has been actively involved in the sewage pollution of the Vaal and has participated in 

the meetings with the respective parties including the SAHRC. The FSE has furthermore made 

submissions to Minister Mchunu and Deputy Minister Mahlobo. 

The FSE has furthermore appointed and co-operated with biodiversity and water specialists to 

assist with the macro-invertebrate biomonitoring of the Vaal Barrage and has presented the 

Report to the DWS and other key stakeholders. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN HUMAN RIGHTS 

COMMISSION’S (SAHRC) REPORT OF THE GAUTENG 

PROVINCIAL INQUIRY INTO THE SEWAGE 

POLLUTION OF THE CITY OF TSHWANE’S RIVERS 

AND THE ROODEPLAAT DAM 

26 October 2021 

The SAHRC found: 
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• The WWTWs in the City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality are malfunctioning 

and, as a result, the freshwater sources – the Apies-, Tolwane-, Pienaar- and Hennops 

Rivers and the Roodeplaat- and Leeukraal Dams – are being polluted with untreated 

and partially treated sewage and sludge. 

 

• The effects of the pollution on the water, its eco-systems and the people who use the 

water has been devastating with horrendous levels of faecal coliforms and E. coli.  

 

• Fauna and flora are dying.  

 

• People and animals who drink the water are vulnerable to illnesses such as bilharzia, 

cholera and hepatitis.  

 

• Consumption of polluted water has been taking place for a period of time, at least from 

2008, and the long term effects of such exposure on health remain undocumented.  

 

• The polluted water affects the groundwater and irrigation and the polluted water further 

affects crops and cattle which graze on the land affected by such water.  

 

• The primary reason for the unacceptable levels of pollution is the failure to manage and 

maintain existing WWTWs in the City of Tshwane over a prolonged period of time.  

 

• The failure to properly maintain or to have a sufficient number of WWTWs constructed 

and the consequences thereof – the pollution of our rivers and dams - violates section 

24 of the Constitution, and a number of constitutional and other legislative and regional 

and international law norms and standards. 

• The situation regarding WWTW and pollution of South Africa’s water resources is dire 

and widespread.  

• The Commission therefore recommends that the situation regarding failing WWTWs 

in South Africa and its consequent pollution of South Africa’s water resources be 

declared a national disaster. 

The FSE was actively involved in the matter and in terms of the provisions of the Promotion 

of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000, requested the water quality results of the tributaries 

of the Hennops River from the City of Ekurhuleni, and escalated the matter to the 

Department of Water and Sanitation and the SAHRC. 

The FSE requested the release of the Report and facilitated the presentation by the SAHRC 

of the Report to the Hennops River Catchment Management Forum and whistleblew the 

findings of the Report to the news media. 
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Phase 2: VAAL RIVER SYSTEM: UPDATED 

RECONCILIATION STRATEGY (March 2021) 

 
Source: Department of Water and Sanitation. 
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Source: Department of Water and Sanitation. 

The FSE is a member of the Strategy Steering Committee for the Continuation of the Integrated 

Vaal River System Reconciliation Strategy and was nominated as Board Member of both the 

Vaal/Orange and Limpopo Catchment Management Agencies. 

The proposed interventions in terms of the IVRS Reconciliation Strategy to achieve water 

security and to reconcile the demand with the supply are: 

• Firstly: Eradication of unlawful water use – Initially there had been some progress 

made, which resulted in the successful removal of 80 million m3 of unlawful irrigation. 

Recent years have seen a slow down of progress.  

• Secondly: The Utilization of treated mine effluent and other sewage works 

discharges.  The Short Term AMD solution has been implemented. The Long Term 

AMD solution requires further investigation. The CoT reuse plans had slowed down 

due to budget constraints (It should be noted that the Vaal augments the Crocodile 

West/Limpopo Water Management Areas.  The return flows do not return to the Vaal.) 

•  Thirdly: Water Conservation and Water Demand Management -Limited progress 

had been made.  There were some successes of Rand Water Project 1600 but the impacts 

have not yet been seen on water balance. 

• Fourthly: Infrastructure Augmentation Options  

o LHWP Phase 2 - Implementation of LHWP Phase 2 has been delayed till the 

earliest date of April 2027 for delivery 
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o  Thukela Water Project  - A feasibility study was undertaken in 2001.  The 

Thukela Hydrology is now outdated and a revision is required. 

o Yield Replacement Dam in the Orange – The earliest data for yield replacement 

Dam in the Orange is set at 2028.  

o Improved maintenance of existing transfer infrastructure is required. 

 

The Strategy has not taken into account the gaps, which were identified in the Water and 

Sanitation Sector Leadership Group Sustainable Development Goal 6 Task Team’s Gap Report 

as it pertains to the IVRS.  The FSE, in its comments on the Strategy,  highlighted the following 

gaps: 

a) There is no data on rural water quality. 

b) 2011 was the last time any meaningful data on reliable water supply was obtained. 

d) Inadequate surface and groundwater quality data. 

e) Compliance to Resource Quality Objectives (RQOs) is not monitored and reported on. 

f) There are large data gaps regarding to data on quantity and quality effluent discharged 

by municipalities. 

j) There is no comprehensive national water balance at catchment level done since the 

National Water Resources Strategy (NWRS) 1 (2004).   

l)  There is severe lack of wetland data and hydrological data for rivers, lakes and dams. 

Inadequate data poses high risks to decision making and planning. 

The Strategy has not taken into account the impact of the DWS’s financial constraints, namely 

a R330 billion shortfall over the next 10 years.  Without funding the interventions proposed 

in the Reconciliation Strategy cannot be implemented. 

The Strategy has not considered the impacts of the foreseeable closure of gold mines within 

the Far West Rand gold fields and the rewatering of mine voids, and possible pollution of the 

dolomitic aquifer as well as the change in the discharge regime resulting in hydrological 

alterations within the Vaal Barrage Catchment. 

Since water quality and quantity are inextricably linked, the Strategy has not considered the 

impact of the dysfunctional wastewater treatment works on the Vaal River , in particular the 

Vaal Barrage. 

The Strategy has not taken into account the actions proposed in the National Water and 

Sanitation Master Plan by 2020 to address water security as it pertains to the IVRS and the 

implementation status of these actions e.g. 

a) The delay in the revitalisation of the Green, Blue and No Drop programmes. 

b) The delay in the identification and prosecution of big polluters including municipalities. 

c) The delay in declaring strategic water source areas and critical groundwater recharge 

areas and aquatic ecosystems recognised as threatened or sensitive as protected areas. 
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e) The delay in the establishment of financially sustainable Catchment Management 

Agencies across the country, and the transfer of staff and budget and delegating functions. 

The Strategy has not taken into account the significant number of new coal prospecting and 

mining applications within the Upper Vaal Water Management Area and the foreseeable 

impacts on the water quantity and quality on the IVRS/ 

Strategy has not taken into consideration the risks to water quality and quantity in the IVRS 

related to eutrophication.  62% of South Africa’s large dams are currently eutrophic or 

hypertropic.    

 

NATIONAL WATER MONITORING PLAN 

 

The Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS) has recently embarked on a National Digitised 

Integrated Water & Sanitation Monitoring System project which is envisaged to bring about 

this much needed transformation by ensuring that current monitoring practices are in line and 

up-to-date with the latest approaches and technologies. 

There are many gaps identified regarding collection of water samples and management of water 

data including;  

- Lack of application of Standard Operating Procedures,  

- Data gaps within the databases and lack of data integrity. 

- Fragmentation of water sector stakeholders who are the custodians of different data 

sets.  

- Data is disintegrated and is not stored in structured systems. 

The DWS currently runs 11 water resource monitoring programmes. All programmes are 

marred by similar issues such as financial constraints, lack of access to the monitoring sites 

and many others.  

The FSE actively participated in the processes and has identified additional gaps e.g. 

• Inadequate sampling intervals – In view of frequently drastic short-term fluctuations of 

pollution levels caused by day-night rhythms of discharging mine effluents, natural 

diurnal fluctuations of water chemistry as well as events such as rainstorms and 

spillages weekly or monthly sampling intervals are inadequate.  This is illustrated by 

the fact that U-levels in samples from the Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Area used 

in the 1999 Institute of Water Quality Studies from identical sites (normally sampled at 

the same day of the week and more or less the same time of the day) at some locations 

fluctuate by up to a factor of 1000. 

• Limitations regarding the variables that are sampled. 

• Limited spatial representativity of data– there are long stretches within catchments 

where no samples are taken and where pollution sites have been largely ignored. 

• Local knowledge is not given the same weighting as measured data. 
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• Inaccessibility of data by the public – the process is cumbersome notwithstanding the 

provisions in the DWS’s PAIA Manual namely that this information must be 

automatically available. 

 

 

SUSTAINABLE GOAL (SDG) 6 TARGETS & 

SUMMARY OF GAPS 

 
 

 
Source:  Mark Bannister, Department of Water and Sanitation 

 

The FSE is a member of the Water and Sanitation Sector Leadership Group (WSSLG) 

SDG6 Task Team.  The Sector has 6 Sector Components to cover 6 Sector Focal Points.  

The FSE represents one of these Sectors, namely civil society organisations in South Africa. 

 

The SDG6 has 8 targets.  These targets and the gaps are: 

 

6.1 – Achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking water for all 

• No data on rural water quality  

• Delays in the reinvigoration of the blue drop, green drop and no drop 

• Interruptions with basic water supply 

• 2011 was the last time any meaningful data on reliable water supply was obtained 
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• Major gap in receiving information from other national departments and lack of co-

operations between actors 

 

6.2 - Achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and hygiene for all, and end 

open defecation, paying special attention to the needs of women and girls and those in 

vulnerable situations 

• Lack of processes to accelerate uptake of alternative and appropriate sanitation 

technologies for household and associated institutions such as schools 

• Need for the development of faecal sludge management strategy 

• 2% of the national population practice open defecation 

• 2.8 million households are without access to improved sanitation services 

• Weak coordination and leadership at all levels (water, health, education, gender and 

environment) 

 

6.3 - Improve water quality by reducing pollution, eliminating dumping and minimizing 

release of hazardous chemicals and materials, halving the proportion of untreated 

wastewater and substantially increasing recycling and safe reuse globally 

• Inadequate surface and groundwater quality data to enable reporting on SDG6.3 

• Compliance to Resource Quality Objectives (RQOs) is not monitored and reported on 

• There are large data gaps regarding data on quantity and quality effluent discharged by 

municipalities 

• Many municipalities do not have flow gauging stations or are monitoring the quality of 

outflows 

• There are significant gaps in the availability of data of wastewater discharged by 

authorised non-municipal Waste Water Treatment Works (WWTWs) 

• There is lack of information on unlawful water users with a pollution potential 

 

6.4 - Substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors and ensure sustainable 

withdrawals and supply of freshwater to address withdrawals and supply of freshwater 

to address water scarcity and substantially reduce the number of people suffering from 

water scarcity 

• No comprehensive national water balance at catchment level done since the National 

Water Resource Strategy (NWRS) 1 (2004), which directly impacts on target 6.4 

calculation disaggregation 

• Improvement of the Ecological Water Requirement (EWR) calculation as per Food and 

Agriculture Organisation (FAO) developed guidelines which is part of the 6.4 

calculation: water stress 

• Lack of consistent and accurate water use and water loss data in all major water sectors 

(agriculture, industry and municipalities) 

• Lack of integrated approach to efforts/projects that seek to support the achievement of 

interrelated SDGs 

 

6.5 – Implement integrated water resources management at all levels, including through 

trans-boundary cooperation as appropriate 
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• No provision for testing of oxygen in rivers as per the 6.3 requirements 

• The drafting of subsidiary regulations to support existing legislation 

• Incorporation of sanitation policy into legislation needed 

• Maintenance of water resources reconciliation and development studies needed 

• 7 Catchment management strategies still to be developed 

• No operational plans for the international basins – still to be developed 

• Need for integrated management of groundwater resources at river basin level 

• Limited co-operative governance between organs of state 

• Lack of institutional capacity 

• Little transformation of irrigation boards to WUAs 

• Need for increased participation of vulnerable groups in IWRM 

• DWS has a R300 billion shortfall over the next 10 years 

• Without funding the Master Plan cannot be implemented 

• No funding for basic commissions 

• Existing institutes operate at oversight level only 

 

6.6 – By 2020, protect and restore water-related ecosystems, including mountains, forests, 

wetlands, rivers, aquifers and lakes 

• Severe lack of wetland data 

• 69% of RSA has low confidence in data on the location and extent of wetlands 

• Monitoring of wetland health is currently not being undertaken by the DWS with 

limited wetlands monitored by others 

• There is lack of co-ordination which presents massive gaps and issues with access data 

• Insufficient estuarine monitoring data – only 23 of the 300 estuaries are being 

monitored by the DWS 

• Insufficient hydrological data for rivers, lakes, dams and estuaries 

• Groundwater level data is insufficient 

• 16 geohydrological regions have only one borehole for monitoring and 4 regions have 

none at all 

• Lack of groundwater operating rules in high groundwater use areas to ensure 

sustainable use of groundwater 

• Lack of updated National River Survey 

• A number of the SDG indicators for ecosystems is not useful in decision making in 

South Africa 

 

  6. a – Expand international cooperation and capacity building support to developing 

countries in water and sanitation-related activities and programmes, including water 

harvesting, desalination, water efficiency, wastewater treatment, recycling and reuse 

technologies 

6. b – Support and strengthen the participation of local communities in improving water 

and sanitation management. 

• Need for the establishment of Catchment Management Agencies 

• Transformation of the Irrigation Board into Water User Associations 
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The Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) commissioned the World Bank to estimate 

infrastructure needs to achieve the SDGs in South Africa by 2030 and found inter alia: 

• Access to water (SDG6.1) –  a 46% gap to achieving SDG6.1.  48% of the ‘gap’ to 

achieving SDG 6.1 is about resolving quality and reliability issues. 

• Access to sanitation (SDG6.2) – a 49% gap to achieving SDG6.2.  44% of the ‘gap’ to 

achieving SDG 6.2 is about addressing faecal sludge management. 

• Potable water demand (residential and non-residential) - Water efficiency target of 175 

l/c/d is unlikely to be reached 2030 without radical behaviour change from all users. 

• The total cost to achieve the water and sanitation access targets varies between 2.1% 

and 2.7% of GDP (R104 R133 billion per annum over 10 years for water services, 

including water resources to service the potable demand and excluding financing costs). 

• The remaining funding gap varies between 32% and 34% (R43-R47billion per annum). 

• Without either an increase in the water tariff level, potentially impacting on 

affordability, or an increased allocation from the national fiscus, South Africa will be 

unable to afford to reach the SDG 6 goals by 2030. 

• Drier climate scenarios can increase the water resources cost by up to three times over 

the costs under wetter scenarios. 

• Climate scenarios and the levels of invasive alien plants infestation have a major impact 

on water availability and thus on raw water costs, as well as the achievement of SDG 

6.4 and 6.6. 

 

GREEN DROP CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME 

 

The information generated by the Blue and Green Drop Certification Programmes was made 

available to the broader public and promoted consumer confidence and greater transparency in 

service delivery.  It also created the platform to initiate interventions/actions, understanding 

trends, adapting management plans appropriately and plan effectively for the future.   

The Blue and Green Drop Certification Programmes lapsed in 2014. The FSE unceasingly 

advocated for the re-establishment of the Blue and Green Drop Certification Programmes. 

The Green Drop Certification Programme was revitalised in 2021.  The Green Drop 

Certification Programme requires inter alia: 

A B C 
 

1. Registration of Wastewater 

Treatment Plant as per the 

Requirements of Regulation 2834 

1. Wastewater Risk Management 
e.g. the availability of a risk 

register and wastewater risk 

abatement plan 

1. Wastewater Operations – Cost 
determination which must at least 

include, energy consumption, 

compensation of employees, chemical 
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2. Registration of Process 
Controllers and Supervisor e.g. 

copies of classification 

certificates must be uploaded on 
the IRIS (Integrated Regulatory 

Information System) 

3. Maintenance capacity inter alia 
proof of the competence of the 

Maintenance Team 

4. Engineering Management 
Capacity  

5. Scientific Capacity for advanced 

systems 
 

2. Operational Monitoring – details 
of operational monitoring e.g. 

operational monitoring sites, 

determinands and frequency, 
samples must include inflow, 

outflow, process flows sludge 

3. Compliance monitoring of 
effluences including zero effluent 

treatment systems 

4. Sludge Classification and 
monitoring for advanced systems 

5. Laboratory credibility e.g. proof 

of turn around time allowing for 
proper process control (less than 

5 days) 

 

costs, maintenance cost, operational cost 
determination per m3 treated. 

2. Energy demand 

3. Operations and Maintenance annual 
budget 

4.  Operations and Maintenance 

Expenditure and proof of expenditure 
annually. 

5. Supply chain management of 

services and treatment products for 
advanced systems 

 

D               E                      G 
1. Wastewater Treatment Works Design 

Capacity Management e.g. documented 
design capacity (hydraulic and organic); and 

the daily receiving flows over 12 months. 

2.  Process Audit by an independent 
professional, which should include design 

capability and actual performance of the plant 

and a plan of implementation of findings 
following the Audit Report 

3. Sewer Main Inspection e.g. functionality of 

the pump stations and sewer reticulation 
network. 

4.  Wastewater Asset Register 

 

1. Monitoring Data – 

Submission to DWS. 12 months 
of compliance monitoring data to 

be submitted to DWS on the IRIS 

2. Water Use 
Authorisation:  Copy of 

authorisation, detailing effluent 

quality standards 
3. Effluent quality 

compliance e.g. 90% chemical 

compliance (COD, Ammonia, 
Arsenic, Cadmium Copper, 

Manganese, Iron, Zinc, etc;) 90 

% physical compliance 
(suspended solids, Electrical 

Conductivity, Soap, Oil or 

Grease) 
4.  Advance Systems 

Only:  Sludge quality compliance 

5.  Sludge reuse – provide proof 
of plant specific initiatives that 

contribute to wastewater resource 

and climate resilience objectives 
6.  Additional Impact Monitoring 

including groundwater and 

upstream/downstream 
monitoring.  

 

1. Wastewater treatmentworks 

operating beyond hydraulic design 
capacity e.g. documented daily receiving 

flows over 12 months 

2. Any sewer connector pump station 
dysfunctionally causing long term 

spillage 

 
 

H 
 

 
1.  Witholding information –     
disqualifying penality 

2. Directive status – if any directive 

was issued over the GD assessment 

period by the DWS then the WSI 

should present proof of attempts to 

adhere to the Directive’s 

requirements 

 

 

ACTIVITIES DURING 2021 

 

During 2021 the FSE engaged in the following activities: 

 

Academic Contributions 
 

In addition to the FSE’s considerable assistance to academic researchers during 2021, the 

FSE’s academic contribution titled “Engagement with mining-affected communities: lessons 

learnt – a case study within the West Rand Goldfields” was included in the scholarly 

publication titled “Community engagement research in South Africa:  Histories, methods, 

theories and practice”. 
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What this publication has to offer is the result of many months of engagements among editors 

and communications with chapter authors, funders and Van Schaik as publisher. According to 

the preface of the publication “this publication …captures scholarly contributions of some 

leading researchers in the field of community engagement and service-learning.  The input 

presents original research, multidisciplinary inclusivity and features of some reflections that 

stretch across multi-institutional and faculty border….written by scholars for a scholarly 

audience, the book seeks to expand knowledge in the field of community engagement at both 

the theoretical and pragmatic level through intellectual engagement with the complexities of 

community engagement in tertiary education.” 

 

Andrew Furco, the Associate Vice President of Public Engagement and Associate Professor in 

Educational Policy and Administration at the University of Minnesota, United States in the 

foreword to the book,  proffered the following comments on the publication:  “Penned by a 

veritable who’s who of South African experts on higher education community engagement, this 

volume goes beyond the usual cursory discussions of the history, values and principles that 

define and drive service-learning and community engagement.  Instead, the authors take a deep 

dive into a broad range of complex and critical issues, such as indigeneity, rurality, community 

embeddedness, knowledge systems, cultural appropriation, and the nexus between science and 

engagement.” 

 

The assigned ISBN for Community Engagement: 

Print book: 9780627037931 
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Ebook: 9780627037948 

 

Acknowledgements* 

 

• Dr Suvania Naidoo wrote: 

 
 

• Mmutlwa Wa Noko wrote:   

 

 

“[FSE] - thank you for your commitment to assisting us over the years, including your constant availability 

and willingness to submit thorough documentation,  your presence in Groot Marico, for the arranging of 

tours and their sponsorship and so much more. 

 

“The vast majority of people in Groot Marico will have no idea how you assisted our community and those 

that did know will probably forget over time, but the mountains, the streams, the river and the bush won't. 

And neither will we.” 

 

• Mr Godfrey Makomene wrote: 

 

From:  Robert Makomeme 

Sent:  06 February 2021 08:57 AM 

To: mariette@pea.org.za 

 

mailto:mariette@pea.org.za
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Good morning 

 

It is a great pleasure to write this letter for [the FSE] as my great mentor. 

 

As we discussed telephonically yesterday about the hardships that we get as affected communities by extractive 

industries of this world, the [FSE] has been there for us through the decades. 

[The FSE] has been with us throughout without anything in return. 

 

Kind regards 

Godfrey Makomene 

 

• Mr Melizizwe Jaas of the Khuma Community wrote: 

From: Melizizwe Jaas 

Sent: 03 March 2021 06:59 PM 

 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za> 

Dear [FSE] 

I and on behalf of the team would like to highly appreciate your efforts to help us and the community of 

Khuma and indeed it was a constructive meeting and thanks for your involvement we hope and believe 

with your persuasive interactions we will be helped and thank you very much as well on the funds provided 

we are forever grateful… 

 

 

• Mr Philip Owen of GeaSphere wrote: 

 

----Original Message---- 

From: Philip Owen 

Sent: 21 May 2021 8:18 AM 

To:  Mariette Liefferink mariette@pea.org.za 

 

Hi Mariette  

 

Just a note to say thank you very much for [the FSE’s] support, it means a great deal for me.  In my 

mind, [the FSE] [is] one of the [entities] that truly understand the struggles we are facing – on a planet 

with finite resources for all its creatures… 

 

Warm Regards 

Philip Owen 

 

• Mr Bongumusa Mbatha of Slovoville wrote: 

 

From:  Bongumusa Mbatha 

Sent:  22 May 2021 05:18 PM 

To: Mariette Liefferink mariette@pea.org.za 

mailto:mariette@pea.org.za
mailto:mariette@pea.org.za
mailto:mariette@pea.org.za
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Good afternoon Mariette 

 

Thank you very much for everything….The FSE has assistd me with not just funding but also by 

empowering me with crucial information.  Introducing me to Klipriver forum is a defining moment. 

 

I will continue to engage with you on environmental issues as well as advice when needed. 

Regards 

Bongumusa Mbatha 

 

The Modern Us wrote: 

 
“…I am sending this email to give appreciation for the visit and cleaning material that was donated to show 

support in what we doing.  

 

My team and I we are really happy we do not have enough words to say that will show enough gratitude but to 

put in more work to ensure that the iKasi Going Green project grows…” 

 

 

*(The list is not comprehensive.) 

Assistance  
The FSE provided assistance to the following persons/organisations in 2021: 

1. Benchmarks Foundation:  in support of a request to the Bread for the World in Germany 

for funding. 

2. Mr Ngaki (Cedric) Mogopodi (Khutsong)  

3. Mr Robert Makomene (Soweto).  

4. Residents of Rynfield, Benoni.  

5. Mining Affected Communities United in Action (MACUA). 

6. David Pheto (Kagiso) and former residents of Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement. 

7. Melizizwe Jaas and Pule Moketeli and residents of Khuma.  

 

“Good evening 

 

We really appreciate your help 

We had a very good and productive meeting with Harmony today 

I’m really ran out of words to thank you for your help 

 

Kind Regards 

Pule Mokoteli” 

 

8. Shawn Lethoko of National Association of Artisanal Mining (NAAM) and residents of 

Margaret Village Community. 
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9. Tebogo Raseopi - South African Crisis Committee (Klerksdorp)   

 

From: Tebogo Raseopi <tebogoraseopi9@gmail.com>  

Sent: 08 October 2021 01:44 PM 

To: mariette@pea.org.za 

Subject: Voting of thanks 

 

I like to take this opportunity to thank  fse for years  of helping throughout difficulties 

but you manage thank very  much 

 

10. The FSE facilitated engagements between Harmony Gold Mining Company and 

residents of Margaret Village community, which resulted in the domestic cleaning 

project of illegal dumping sites in Margert Village. 

11. Timothy van der Berg regarding elevated arsenic levels in borehole water. 

12. Africa Mining House consortium and Ntatha Mosia regarding mining activities 

undertaken by Amatshe Mining (Pty) Ltd. on MR133 (Ptn 3 Witpoortjie 245 IQ). 

13. Deon Johnson, Sid Sidersky and Christie Briel of Briel Attorneys regarding EAPSA 

Malpractice Policy and the FSE’s complaint regarding the Manzowandle Investment’s 

EIA/EMPR and the EAP. 

Daily Maverick 

Thirstlands of EAPASA: The 
failures of our 

environmental regulator 
By Kevin Bloom• 18 July 2021 

 

 

 

14. Peter Kane-Berman of Beestepan Boerdery (Pty) Ltd. regarding mine water pollution. 

15. Jaco du Toit and Magaliesburg Community Forum regarding prospecting applications 

by Cold Gold Trading (Pty) Ltd. within the Magaliesburg Area. 

16. Dawie Maree of ARMETT Environmenta Services. 

17. Bongumusa Mbatha (Slovoville) and residents of Slovoville. 

New comment on your post "2019 INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT WITH AUDITED 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS" 

Author: Bongumusa Mbatha (IP address: 41.113.132.209, 41.113.132.209) 

Email: mbathabongumusa@gmail.com 

URL:  

mailto:mbathabongumusa@gmail.com
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Comment:  

Good day FSE 

 

I am Bongumusa Mbatha, from Slovoville community. I would like to thank the FSE for 

the support they have been granting to me both financial and Non-financial. I wish to send 

my sincere thanks, May the Gods continue blessing you. Much love and respect for Ms 

Mariette Liefferink. 

 

Regards 

Bongumusa Mbatha 

 

 

18. Lucas Mtsipitso of All Black Organisation. 

19. Affected Parties pertaining to prospecting in Groenwater 304 within the Kalahari. 

20. Beekman Group & Legacy Group of Hotels re the Environmental Authorisation in 

terms of the National Environmental Act, 1998 as amended, and the Environmental 

Impact Assessment Regulations 2014 for the proposed Styldrift No 2 Shaft Complex 

and associated infrastructure on the farms Styldrift 90JQ within the Magisterial District 

of Rustenburg, North West Region. 

21. Affected parties within East London pertaining to the alleged unlawful construction of 

a dam by Edcon Trust. 

22. Sylvester Rebone Senyane of Kudzai Construction and Electrical Services. 

23. Residents of Vaal Oewer and Vaal Eden regarding Tja Naledi Beafase Investment 

Holdings, Sweet Sensation Sand Mine, Monte Christo Commercial Park, etc. 

24. Jason Schäffle regarding mine water pumping and energy recovery opportunities. 

25. Matthew Thupudi, a former employee of Mine Waste Solutions within Klerksdorp 

Magisterial District. 

26. Mmutlwa Wa Noko regarding prospecting applications within the Magisterial District 

of Groot Marico. 

27. Sid Sidersky, Marloth Park Property Owners Association, Kruger Lowveld Chamber 

of Business and Tourism and others pertaining to an application near the southern 

border of Kruger National Park by Manzolwandle Investments for an opencast and 

underground coal and anthracite mine and application for coal mining by Rowani 

Trading and Projects on Portion 10 of Bankfontein 264JS. 

28. Willem Vosloo regarding Harmony Gold Mining Company and its Welkom operations. 

29. The Connie Mulder Centre for severely disabled adults in Randfontein. 

30. Stephan Fick re installation of septic tank within the 1:50 year floodline of the Vaal, 

Parys District. 

31. Ian Erasmus re disclosure of pollution by Sasol, which resulted in the Daily Maverick 

article https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-12-10-sasol-whistle-blower-has-

to-look-over-his-shoulder-every-day/ 

 

Appeals 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-12-10-sasol-whistle-blower-has-to-look-over-his-shoulder-every-day/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-12-10-sasol-whistle-blower-has-to-look-over-his-shoulder-every-day/
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• The FSE assisted with the appeal against the authorisation of the Application for the 

Expansion of an Existing Piggery Facility on Portions 19 And 20 of the Farm 

Zeekoefontein 573 IQ, Emfuleni Local Municipality with reference no. GAUT002/19-

20/E2533.. 

• Appeal against the Environmental Authorisation for the Proposed Establishment of a 

Filling Station and Associated Facilities on Erf 3148, Howick, uMngeni Municipality, 

KwaZulu-Natal. PREPARED FOR: ET DEVELOPMENTS CC NEAS REF: 

DC22/0004/2021 

Collaboration 

• Universität Tübingen and the Vereinigung für Betriebliche Bildungsforschung e.V. 

regarding the project "Establishing an educational landscape for the sustainable use of 

resources".  The objective is to: 

 
1. Bring together actors/entrepreneurs from different social strata with a connection to the energy or 

mobility sector and raise awareness of the importance of sustainable value creation 2. Build up the 

necessary competences for a socio-ecologically sustainable use of resources among the participants (i.e. 

circularity, recycling) 3. Promote motivation and commitment towards socio-environmentally 

sustainable entrepreneurship in accordance with human rights’ guideline 4. Encourage personal 

initiative and cooperation. 

The FSE was identified as a potential research partner. 

• Friends of the Earth (Denmark) regarding the planned large-scale rare earth and 

uranium mining in Greenland. 

• Russell Tate and Simone Liefferink regarding collaboration on the macroinvertebrate 

biomonitoring assessment of the Vaal Barrage. 

 

 
Source: Simone Liefferink 
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• The Centre for Environmental Rights and the Mabola Coalition (EWT, AWARD, 

MeJCON, groundWork, Benchmarks) regarding the proposed mining by Atha Africa 

Ventures (Uthaka) as part of the Mabola Protected Environment. 

• Lisa Blass of JJR Incorporated Attorneys regarding the authorisation by Gauteng 

Department of Agriculture and Rural Development (GDARD) of the Maichu Piggery 

within the Emfuleni Magisterial District. 

• Save the Vaal Environment (SAVE) regarding the ongoing sewage pollution of the 

Vaal Barrage. 

• Endangered Wildlife Trust: Proposed collaboration as regional champions in response 

to development applications.  

• A research project by Djiby Thiam, Associate Professor, School of Economics, 

University of Cape Town, South Africa in collaboration with the German Federal 

Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) on issues related to water quality and 

water quantity management in South Africa, by making use of the Limpopo River basin.   

• Sustainable Transformation in Coal Regions of the Global South: Challenges from a 

Resource Nexus Perspective - NEXtra Core” -  Dr Zainab S Birungi, Research 

Associate. United Nations University, Institute for Integrated Management of Material 

Fluxes and of Resources (UNU-FLORES). 

• Sustainable Built Environments and Kruger and Associates. 

 

https://sustainablebuiltenvironments.co.za/
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Comments 

The FSE in 2021 commented on inter alia: 

1) An application for a prospecting right and environmental authorisation on a number of 

farms, including all the portions of the farms Rivierveld 75, Roodekrans 73 and 

Vaalbank 74. Portions of each of these farms fall within the Mabola Protected 

Environment.  

2) Fodere Titanium Zero Waste Recovery Solution and associated infrastructure (Kwa-

Guqa, Mpumalanga Province):  Virtual meeting, oral and written comments.  DFFE 

Ref. No 14/12/16/3/3/2/401. 

3) Legare Mining Services (Pty) Ltd:  Application for a Prospecting Right together with 

the Environmental Authorization for the prospecting of Chrome, Cobalt, Gold, Nickel 

and Platinum Group Metals (PGMs) within all portions of the Farm Rondavelskraal 

290 JP situated under the Magisterial District of Madikwe. 

 

“…FSE’s comments on the Rondavelskraal prospecting application – I was so 

impressed and learnt so much from it!  It is such an amazing example for us to try 

and aspire to!...”  Jane Visser, KWeF. 

 

4) The application by Bakubung Platinum Mine for an EIA amendment. The specific 

changes to the project which forms part of this EIA amendment are: Capacity change 

from 3 MT/annum to 1 MT/annum (immediately) and 2 MT/annum by 2024 and 

construction of an additional Tailings Storage Facility (TSF) on Frischgewaagd Farm. 

5) Regulations 31 Amendment Process of Sweet Sensations Sand Mine to include the 

Screening Process into a New Approved EMPR. 

6) Monte Christo Commercial Park (Pty) Ltd:  Comments on the  Draft Environmental 

Impact Assessment Report for an Application in terms of Section 102 of the MPRDA, 

and Environmental Authorisation in terms of Section 24 of the NEMA as well as the 

EIA Regulations 2014 (as amended 2017) (Reference Number: FS 30/5/1/2/2/10048 

MR AND FS 30/5/1/2/3/2/1/10048 EM). 

7) Environmental Impact Assessment and Environmental Management Programme 

Report for the Proposed Metsimaholo Underground Coal Mine - DRAFT FOR 

PUBLIC COMMENT.  Seriti Coal (Pty) Ltd. Reference: FS 30/5/1/2/3/2/1 (10050). 

8) The DWS’ National Water Monitoring Plan. 

9) The DWS’ Integrated Vaal River System – Updated Draft Reconciliation Strategy. 

10) The DMRE’s Draft National Mine Closure Strategy. 

11) West Wits Mining Company:  West Wits Mining Project – Integrated Waste and Water 

Management Plan in support of the Integrated Water Use Licence (WU 17195) 

12) Cold Gold Trading (Pty) Ltd:  Prospecting Application (Magaliesburg) 

GP30/5/1/1/2(10658; 10667, 10664, 10665, 10670, 10666, 10668, 10657, 10669) PR. 
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13) Sphanko Industrial Supply (Pty) Ltd Mining Permit Application within Portion of 

Portion 6 of the Farm Klipbank 467 JS, under the Magisterial District Of Middelburg, 

Mpumalanga Province (DMRE REF: MP 30/5/1/3/2/(12217) MP. 

14) Application by Amatshe Mining (Pty) Ltd, to the DMRE for the mining rights 

(GP30/5/1/2/2/10092MR), previously owned by Central Rand Gold. 

15) Review of GSDF 2030 – Presentation for the Environment and Heritage component of 

the spatial analysis from Environment and Heritage Sector Workshop. 

16) The FSE, as represented by the Centre for Environmental Rights, together with a 

coalition of NPOs, objected to Prospecting Right Application by Singo Consulting for 

the prospecting of coal on a number of properties within the Magisterial District of 

Wakkerstroom.  Authorisation was refused by the Regional Manager of the DMRE 

(Mpumalanga). 

17) Objection to the APPLICATION FOR PROSPECTING RIGHT: JAMENTS (PTY) 

LTD - COAL ALL PORTIONS OF THE FARM PAMOENKRAAL 318 WITHIN 

WAKKERSTROOM  MP 30/5/1/1/2/16386PR.  

18) Canyon Resources (Pty) Ltd. (Canyon) :  Application for an Integrated Environmental 

Authorisation in terms of Regulations GNR. 983, 984, and 985, for the proposed 

Welgedacht Balloon Siding (railway siding) and associated conveyor belt (located on 

Portion 19 of the farm Palmietkuilen 241IR) and Application for various water uses in 

terms of section 21 of the NWA.   

19) WEST WITS MLI (PTY) LTD: PROSPECTING RIGHT AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

AUTHORISATION APPLICATIONS; DMRE REFERENCE 

NO.GP30/5/1/1/2/10730PR.   

20) Ergo Mining (Pty) Ltd.   Environmental Authorisation and an Integrated Water Use 

Licence Application for the Reclamation of the Tailings Storage Facility 5L23, City of 

Ekurhuleni Metropolitan Municipality - Gauteng Province.  DMRE Reference Number: 

GP 158 MR.   

21) ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION APPLICATION by Sunshine Mineral 

Reserves (Pty) Ltd FOR PROSPECTNG IN RESPECT OF FARMS SITUATED 

NEAR THE TOWN OF CARLETONVILLE IN THE MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT OF 

OBERHOLZER, GAUTENG PROVINCE. GP 30/5/1/1/2/10714 PR. 

22) Stranger Holdings plc proposed acquisition of uranium assets in South Africa and 

request for electronic copies of the Mining Right Application, the Background 

Information Document (BID), the Scoping Report and any other relevant Reports (e.g. 

the EIA Report, specialist studies, the Environmental Management Programme Report, 

etc.) 

23) Objection to the Proposed Speculative 3D Seismic Survey off the Southeast Coast of 

South Africa by Shell. 

24) 9.  Comments on the DRAFT BASIC ASSESSMENT REPORT AND 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME REPORT SUBMITTED 

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORIZATIONS IN RESPECT OF THE 

PROSPECTING FOR MANGANESE BY Made to Last (Pty) Ltd. FILE REFERENCE 

NUMBER SAMRAD: NC 30/5/1/1/3/2/1/12591P 
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Corporate Governance Issues 
1. The FSE held its virtual Annual Meeting on the 27th of February, 2021 at 10am. The 

Meeting was attended by all the FSE’s directors and non-executive directors.  

2. The appointment of Prof Dijby Thiam as non-executive director of the FSE and the 

submission of the COR39 – Change of Directors. 

3. The FSE had ongoing engagements with the Department of Social Development (DSD) 

to ensure legal compliance with the NPO Act 71 of 1997 and other legal requirements. 

4. NGOLaw on behalf of the FSE submitted the FSE’s Integrated Annual Narrative Report 

with Audited Financial Statements for 2020 to the DSD. 

5. The FSE resubmitted its Integrated Annual Narrative Reports with Audited Financial 

Statements for the years 2008 to 2019 to the DRD and had the documents couriered to 

the DSD. The DSD confirmed receipt and confirmation of compliance of the Reports 

and Statements. 

6. Consultation with the FSE’s NPO lawyers, NGOLaw regarding the DSD’s 

requirements and correction of the inaccurate listing of the FSE as a voluntary 

organisation instead of an NPO.  The FSE’s entity type was corrected on the DSD 

System, now correctly reflecting it as an NPC and its amended MOI has been placed 

on file. 

7. The FSE’s Tax Clearance Certificate was updated.  The FSE is in good standing. 

8. The FSE’s BBBEE Certificate was updated for the year 2021. 

9. The CIPC confirmed that the FSE’s directors have been placed on file. 

10. The FSE purchased the following books: “NGO Matters: a practical legal guide to 

starting up”, “Practical Financial Management for Nonprofits” and “Governance for 

nonprofit boards” to assist communities in starting up their NPOs and to also assist the 

FSE with governance issues. 

11.  Engagements with the FSE’s Auditor, Burger Vorster Incorporated regarding the 

requirements of section 92 of the Companies Act, 2008, namely that the same individual 

may not serve as the auditor or designated auditor of a company for more than 5 

consecutive financial years. 

12.  The appointment of a the FSE’s new Auditor, Johan Deale of Abacus Work Registered 

Accountants. 

13. Attestation of the 2021 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the FSE and 

Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine pertaining to environmental matters and social 

programmes. 

14. The FSE’s website was redesigned by Trisha Nutall. 

15. The FSE participated in the Schuitema Groups’ webinar relating to the enhancement of 

human excellence and the transformation of organisational culture by enabling 

individuals to live and lead through powerful values that allow companies to lift their 

brand excellence. 

16. The FSE complied with the Compensation Fund requirements and delivered payment 

accordingly. 
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17. The FSE consulted with NGOLaw on the FSE’s PAIA Manual in terms of the PAIA.  

The FSE’s PAIA Manual was posted on the FSE’s website. 

18. The FSE consulted on the POPI Act with NGOLaw.  The FSE’s Privacy Policy in terms 

of the POPI Act was posted on the FSE’s website. 

19. The FSE submitted its Information Officer Registration Form to the Information 

Regulator. 

20. The FSE’s website domain was renewed. 

Documentaries 

• Jozi Gold Documentary Film* was extensively screened and commented on e.g. at: 

o  The SA Film Festival in Australia and New Zealand. 

https://youtu.be/fiZwWfv4Zpw 

 

• A special screening at the Eden Festival of Action in Nature's Valley. The event was 

part of the UN Decade of Ecosystem Restoration, 

• FIPADOC in Biarritz, France in June 2021. FIPADOC is an international documentary 

film festival that brings members of the public and professionals together for screenings 

of a selection of outstanding documentary films. 

• UK Green Film Festival in November 2021.  The Festival screens some of the very best 

films from around the world, exploring the big environmental issues of the day. 

https://www.ukgreenfilmfestival.org/programme 

Review by Anna Lamche in the UK's Indiependent  

 

"A haunting quest for justice through the hinterlands of Johannesburg. Jozi Gold …tackles the 

catastrophic fallout of the South African gold mining industry head on.. It is a conventional 

documentary, but in the best sense of the word: informative, persuasive and haunting. … Although 

rooted in the specificities of the South African gold mining industry, Jozi Gold often transcends its 

subject matter. For anyone concerned about the future of the climate struggle, this is an important film." 

https://www.indiependent.co.uk/jozi-gold-a-blueprint-for.../ 

 

 

https://youtu.be/fiZwWfv4Zpw
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.indiependent.co.uk%2Fjozi-gold-a-blueprint-for-climate-activism-review%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR0332fy-UPc0Y_NHv7cyN_XrJp7r8T9imUqUZglBvwKLbvK_5yQeXSdkjA&h=AT3X2ytbbk0x0ihyRZSYnnwXUvG656Ey8fU12J24R6aiUCf89xfMF0FiUQFgiKBudATMGIidyMP6uRYl-ti264P96fB1gVv4S68GpJphd3SkXTtXlXbfGlERQuB5rS1Tl6o&__tn__=-UK-R&c%5b0%5d=AT3dkKiaJGzGQ-b5IviJ-VNuUsjWUNO9koPdSNURVvZSf_RLNIT67wByjWIqyZ_oYRVskTbRFnQvyLXJE_hm_OwTFAJUayXbHnhOYAD0oJBNf5YmfX4DrvMrpD56M2UU4re3LKImINldeuxqSSv73ivrVJhu4xdMv330hNW42jRzNw
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o The Turkish Film Festival 

https://www.surdurulebiliryasamfilmfestivali.org/.../joh.../ 

o Finnish TV 

o Image Science Films Festival 

o The Reykjavik International Film Festival RIFF in Iceland. 

https://riff.is/films/jozi-gold/ 

o Architecture Film Festival, Rotterdam 

o Reported on: https://www.moderntimes.review/the-deceptive-glitter-of.../ 

 

• Loving Life Community Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RBm0RH7zto 

• Loving Life Community Channel 

https://lovinglifetv.com/live-how-is-drinking-water-in-south-africa-being-

compromised/ 

• Deon Johnston and Sid Sidersky and documentary video on proposed coal mine by 

Manzolwandle Investments in close proximity to the Kruger National Park 

https://youtu.be/W7ACbIT5YbM 

• Podcast called, #ForWaterForLife on behalf of our client JoJo. (Contact Vuyiswa 

Xekatwane.) Season 2. https://www.jojo.co.za/for-water-for-life-podcast/ 

*( Jozi Gold got a special mention from the Jury of the Pelicam Film Festival in Rumania. 

"PELICAM International Film Festival is organized by Les Herbes Folles Association and is 

the only international film festival in Romania entirely focused on the environment. The main 

purpose of PELICAM is gathering in one place the diversity of the best international film 

productions dedicated to the environment and promoting them."  

https://festagent.com/en/festivals/pelicam) 

Donations* (financial) from:  

In alphabetic order: 

1) Acme Graphics 

2) Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine 

3) Harmony Gold Mining Company 

4) Legacy Group of Hotels:  Bakubung and Kwa Maritane Lodges 

5) Legal Resource Centre 

6) Sibanye-Stillwater Gold Mine 

*(Please refer to the FSE’s audited financial statements for a detailed report.  The FSE 

furthermore received non-financial support and offers of non-financial support from a number 

of individuals and entities.) 

 

Donations (financial) to: 

https://www.surdurulebiliryasamfilmfestivali.org/.../joh.../
https://www.moderntimes.review/the-deceptive-glitter-of.../
https://lovinglifetv.com/live-how-is-drinking-water-in-south-africa-being-compromised/
https://lovinglifetv.com/live-how-is-drinking-water-in-south-africa-being-compromised/
https://youtu.be/W7ACbIT5YbM
https://www.jojo.co.za/for-water-for-life-podcast/
https://festagent.com/en/festivals/pelicam
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• DFFE’s Green Scorpions (Stephan du Toit) 

 

From: Stephan Du Toit  

Sent: 20 September 2021 02:07 PM 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za> 

Subject: Re: Nokta Makro Simplex+ WHP & FREE Coil Deal | MDSA South Africa 

 

Hi Mariette! It is with a great amount of thanks and appreciation that I've learned that the FSE is willing to 

pay for this piece of equipment for the amount of R3799. I will cover the balance of R3000 from my pocket.  

 

Some photos that are attached to this email demonstrates the difficult conditions under which I from time to 

time operates, and in particular with the rhino poaching incident that took place last week on 15 Sep 2021 at 

Rhino & Lion Nature Reserve. Please note that the photos are explicit in nature and may offend sensitive 

viewers, as it demonstrates post mortems in progress and the cruel manner in which the rhinos were 

"murdered". I apologise for this, but feel it is justifiable under the circumstances. 

 

Regards 

 

Stephan Du Toit (M.Sc Pri.Sci.Nat./EMI) 

 

 

• Bongumusa Mbatha (Slovoville Community) 

• Sylvia Barnard (previously of Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement)  

• David Pheto and colleagues (previously of Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement) 

• Ngasi Mogopogi (Kagiso) 

• Melizizwe Jaas and Pule Moketeli (Khuma Community) 

• Elvis Batiss (Toekomsrus) 

• Teddy Snyders (Soweto) 

• Shawn Lethoko of Margaret Village Community and the National Association of 

Artisanal Miners NAAM) 

• The Modern Us (Katlego Bungane and Lebohang Tsinyane) 

• Cecilia Molo (Bekkersdal) 

• The family of Mr Molefe (deceased) of Bekkersdal  

The FSE furthermore assisted with the funding of community social and environmental 

programmes within the West and Far West Rand gold fields in collaboration of Gold Fields’ 

South Deep Mine in 2021 and in this regard delivered payment inter alia to: 

• Global AP Certifies of R3 820 

• Santaco West Rand of R2 400 

• Shining Future Trading of R1 800 

• Yankees Medals of R4 714 

• Desert Star Trading of R1 690 

• Destiny Cuisine of R2 297.70 

• Select PPE (Pty) Ltd. of R34 350.50 

• Santaco of R1 830 

• Super 10 Hardware of R2 346 and R1 790 

(Total Amount:  R57 038.20) 
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Engagements 

Engagements with*: 

 

1. Harmony Gold on social and environmental issues, and community concerns. 

2. Dr Charlene Andraos: Nation Institute of Occupational Health re Hazard Identification 

and Exposure Assessment of Dust Emissionsfrom South African Gold Mine Tailings 

Sites 

3. Bradley Gibbons of EWT re prospecting application for coal within Pampoenskraal, 

Wakkerstroom. 

4. Derek Muller and Martin Schutte regarding Electrolytic Purification of Liquids (EPL) 

Technology 

5. Gunter Wippel and Peter Diehl re the Mooifontein Uranium Project as aanounced by 

Stranger Holdings plc 

6. Ntsika Mgolombane regarding Lancaster Mine 

7. Umsimbithi Mining (Pty)Ltd.  

8. DRDGOLD Limited 

9. The Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) 

10. The Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS)  

11. Glaudin Kruger of Kruger and Associates re the Sustainable Built Environment 

Conference and the STADIO School of Architecture and Spatial Design. 

12. Rand Water 

13. Prof Andreas Nidecker of the IPPNW on the launch or ‘Nuclear games”. 

14. Engagements with Jaco Grundlingh, VS Attorneys, Nkgadima Attorneys  and parties 

in the PW Bower Mine matter. 

15. Gunter Wippel of uranium-networ.org regarding uranium exposure and health risks 

implications among the residents living around mining sites in the South Province of 

Zambia. 

16. The Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF) 

17. The National Nuclear Regulator 

18. West Wits Mining (Pty) Ltd 

19. Amatashe Mining (Pty) Ltd. 

20. Sibanye-Stillwater 

21. All Black Organisation  

22. Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine  

23. Centre for Environmental Rights 

24. Koeberg Alert  

25. Trevor Brough regarding AMD outflow from the West Rand AMD Treatment Plant 

and sewage pollution. 

26. Lawrence Shilenge of the Economic Freedom Front (EFF) and Margaret Village 

Committee Chairperson 

27. Bongumusa Mbatha (Slovoville) 
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28. Lionel Koster, K.L.Boraine, Dr Duncan MacFayden of  Oppenheimer Generations, 

Sylvester Peverelle of Webber Wentzel and affected parties:  Prospecting in 

Groenwater, Northern Cape. 

29. Tollie Lubbe (Welverdiend). 

30. The National Nuclear Regulator following the NNR Webinar on the 24th of February, 

2021.  

31. MACUA Legal Clinic  

32. Nompumelelo Ntshalinshali Motsa of Sanitation and Water For All 

33. Mike Buchanan.  (Cave Research Organisation of SA, Chairman and speleologist). 

34. Dr Patrick Sithole, Registrar of EAPASA  

35. Marloth Park Ratepayers Association/Sid Sidersky/ Briel 

Incorporated/EAPASA/Christine McGladdery, PhD. re Singo Consulting and FSE’s 

compliant to EAPASA 

36. Belinda Cooper and Jane Visser: prospecting/ mining applications in the Magaliesberg 

Biosphere Reserve. 

37. Katlego Bungane of BontleBa Kgwebo and South Deep Mine regarding environmental 

projects (ongoing). 

38. David Cochrane, FRESH, ARMOUR, the DWS (Mr Justice Maluleke) and the 

Hennops River Forum regarding pollution of the Hennops River. 

39. Legacy Group on Bakubung Platinum Mine amendments to its EA and the pollution of 

the Hennops River. 

40. Stephan du Toit of Mogale Local Municipality regarding radioactive mine residue 

deposits and elevated manganese levels within the Wonderfonteinspruit CMA. 

41. Daniel Neuman of Equaliti (Pty) Ltd re the Mintails matter. 

42. Prof Chris Curtis (Professor: Geography, Environmental Management and Energy 

Studies, University of Johannesburg) re "Water (in)security in Gauteng's rivers and 

wetlands"   

43. Isabel Weiersbye of the University of the Witwatersrand re the Mintails matter. 

44. The Legal Resources Centre re the Mintails matter. 

45. Rohitesh Dhawan, the President and CEO of ICMM. 

46. Tom Butler, the outgoing President and CEO of the ICMM. 

47. Dr Baloyi of the CSIR re AMD treatment technology. 

48. Mining affected communities of inter alia: 

a. Khuma 

b. Riverlea 

c. Soweto 

d. Westonaria 

e. Carletonville 

f. Randfontein 

g. Krugersdorp 

h. Kagiso 

i. Klerksdorp 

j. Vaal Oewer 

k. Welkom 

l. Magaliesburg 

m. North West Province  
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n. Northern Cape 

 

*(A detailed description of the above-mentioned engagements can be found in the FSE’s 

monthly reports for 2021.) 

 

Environmental Community Programmes* 

• Environmental Day (3 June 2021): Hata-Butle Primary School, in association with the 

Department: Economic Development Environment Conservation and Tourism, North 

West Provincial Government. 

 

The FSE delivered a presentation with handouts and donated, in association with 

Harmony Gold Mining Company, 50 school bags, pencil cases, pens and textbooks and 

in association with Isabella Pinto Liefferink, reading- and activity books. 
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• Community Engagement: Harmony Gold Mining Company, residents of Khuma and 

Margaret Village, representatives of NAAM and MACUA (4 May 2021). The FSE 

facilitated a meeting between Harmony Gold Mining Company and residents of 

Margaret Village and Khuma and members of MACUA and NAAM to address and 

resolve issues of concern. 

 

 

• Environment Month Celebrations (17 June 2021): 
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• The FSE, in association with Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine, Rand Water, the local 

Councillor and Municipality, and the Provincial Department (Gauteng) participated in a 

clean-up campaign of Simunye, a township within the West Rand of Gauteng on the 17th 

of June, 2021.  
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• The FSE in collaboration with the South Deep Mine supported the Bekkersdal 

Community’s Imbewu Yokuphila Hike. 

 

 
 

• The FSE in collaboration with Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine participated in a Clean-up 

Programme with the community of Simunye and a local NGO, the Modern Us and 

contributed to protective clothing and equipment for waste removal. 
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• The FSE contributed, in collaboration with South Deep Mine towards the Westonaria 

Mining Communities’ greening and sport programmes 

• The FSE, in collaboration with Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine contributed to the 

Entrepreneur Training workshop. 

• The FSE, in collaboration with Gold Fields’ South Deep Mine contributed to a 

community workshop on the Social and Labour Plan. 

• Khuma Community – Arbour Day:  The FSE supported and contributed financially to 

the Arbour Day Event. 
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From: Melizizwe Jaas  

Sent: 01 September 2021 10:03 AM 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za>;  

Subject: Re:Arbour Day Event invitation. 

 

Good Day Mariette  

 

We gratefully appreciate your donation and have received … 

 

Best regards  

 

Melizizwe Jaas 

 

 

• Thusanang Informal Settlement: donation of toys and books -  in collaboration of 

South Deep Mine. 
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*(In addition to the above environmental programmes, the FSE also provided support to: 

o Responsible garden bird feeding programmes. 

o Responsible feral/stray cat feeding programmes in abandoned and 

decommissioned mining areas.) 
 

Litigation 

• Mabola Matter: 

o The WUL Appeal (s 149) (Pretoria High Court) 

o The WUL Review application (Pretoria High Court) 

o The EA Review Application (Mbombela High Court) 

o The protected status of a large part of the Mabola Protected Environment near 

Wakkerstroom (Mabola) proposed for mining by Atha Africa Ventures (now 

Uthaka Energy) has been revoked by MEC Vusi Shongwe. Judicial revie of the 

MEC’s decision (Mbombela High Court) 

o The Centre for Environmental Rights (CER) on behalf of the FSE and its 

coalition partners requested reasons for the MEC’s decision under the 

Promotion of Administrative Justice Act, 2000. And, in addition, to institute 

judicial review proceedings, reviewing the MEC’s decision to exclude the mine 

properties, and seeking an interdict against the commencement of mining 

pending that review. 

o The CER on behalf of the FSE and its coalition partners successfully applied 

for an urgent interdict against Uthaka/Atha from starting any activities relating 

to the proposed mine.   
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o Dismissal by the Constitutional Court of Uthaka Energy (Pty) Lt’s application 

for leave to appeal the interdict the CER obtained on behalf of the FSE and 

others in March 2021.  It also ordered Uthaka to pay the costs (Case CCT 

122/21). 

o The CER on behalf of the FSE and its coalition partners submitted a letter to the 

Premier of Mpumalanga, the Ms RM Mtshweni-Tsipane to alert Premier 

Mtsweni-Tsipane to the fact that this proposed mine, which not only falls within 

an area that was protected under the National Environmental Management: 

Protected Areas Act 57 of 2003 from 2014 until MEC Shongwe’s decision in 

2021, also falls within one of South Africa’s 22 Strategic Water Source Areas, 

and is the subject of extensive and ongoing legal challenges and that the 

approval for this mine has already once been considered and set aside by the 

Pretoria High Court in a judgment left intact by the Constitutional Court. 

o Judicial Review of the decision to approve Uthaka’s land use change 

application.  Case No 1344/20. 

• In the matter between the FSE and the Chief Directorate and Regional Manager for 

Gauteng for Mineral Resources, the Director General for Mineral Resources, the 

Minister of Mineral Resources and Energy, and 31other respondents regarding the 

Mintails Group of Companies (CASE NO: 38365/2019). 

 

Aerial view of Mintails Group of Companies’ ecological degradation. 

Source: Mark Olalde 

o The relief the FSE seeks is for the immediate oversight of current directives 

issued against Mintails, currently under liquidation with the liquidators joined; 

the State to enforce compliance and enforcement objectives as envisaged by the 
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respective legislation; and providing the FSE with feedback.  It is the FSE’s 

case that duty for rehabilitation lies with liquidators and against directors, lastly 

it lies with the State. 

 

The matter is unopposed. 

 

o In terms of the Court Order, which was issued by Judge Mokoena of the High 

Court in Pretoria (Gauteng Division) on the 3rd of September, 2020, the FSE 

was to submit and file a report in terms of Rule 36(8) to supplement the Notice 

in terms of Rule 36(6)(7) pertaining to the nature and extent of the health hazard 

to the lives of the surrounding residents and the damage to the environment 

which will include setting out the statutory responsibilities and duties of the 

relevant Respondents and the current harmful impact incurred on the location 

of the mining rights and the communities living in and around the mining right 

location.  The FSE was granted leave to supplement its founding papers upon 

receipt of the expert report.  

o The FSE visited Mintails’ operations with DDScience to obtain soil samples for 

analysis pursuant to the Court Order.  

o The FSE had ongoing engagements with the Legal Resource Centre (LRC), 

Isabel Weiersbye of the University of the Witwatersrand, Adv Sam Martin and 

others regarding the compliance with the Court Order. Adv Sam Martin is 

appearing pro bono in this matter. 

o The LRC on behalf of the FSE appointed Daniel Neuman of Equaliti Health 

Impact Practitioners (Pty) Ltd to compile the report.  The LRC covered the costs 

of the report. 

o The Expert Report was reviewed and finalized by the LRC and the FSE. 

o Facilitation of meeting between the Regional Manager of DMRE (Gauteng) and 

the Legal Resource Centre regarding the Mintails Group of Companies matter. 

o Discussions on the transfer of the entire share capital of West Wits Monarch to 

Amatshe Mining and proposed strategy in this regard. 

• WP Bower Mine (Case No 28740/2017).  The FSE engaged with the parties involved 

in this matter.  The mater is held in abeyance. 

• Assistance to Webber Wentzel in the Riverlea Mining Forum/Amatshe Mining (Pty) 

Ltd matter. 

Meetings 

The FSE conducted meetings* with the following entities/persons during 2021: 

• Meeting with the Minister of Water and Sanitation, Minister Senzo Mchunu, Deputy 

Minister, Mr David Mahlobo and officials of the Department of Water and Sanitation 

(DWS) during his visit to Gauteng Province on the 7th of October 2021 to “engage with 

Provincial Government, Local Government and Water services and Stakeholders on 

Water Service Issues”. 
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• Virtual meeting on the 11th of October 2021 with the Deputy Minister David Mahlobo 

for a further engagement with the Minister of Water and Sanitation. 

• Meeting with the Minister Mchunu and Deputy Minister Mahlobo at the Riverside Sun 

Hotel in Vanderbijlpark on the 12th of October 2021 to address the sewage pollution 

of the Vaal. 

• Meeting with MEC Maile, Mr Mahlobo and Mr Mehlo on the 25th of October 2021.  

The objective was to discuss the Vaal River Intervention Project and the Agenda 

included input by all and the way forward.  

• Meeting with Deputy Minister Mahlobo on the 5th of November, 2021 to engage on 

the Intervention Plan for the sewage pollution of the Vaal. 

• Meetings with the Legal Resource Centre and experts pursuant to the Order of the Court 

in the Mintails group of companies matter.   

• Virtual meeting with the SAHRC on its “Systemic Investigation into the Adverse Impact 

of the Tailings of Gold and Uranium Mines in the Gauteng Province.” 

• Meetings with Thomas Wilson and Carlos Geel of Harmony Gold Mine, and Pule 

Mokoteli and Melizizwe Jaas, and residents of Khuma regarding socio-economic and 

environmental issues pertaining to Harmony Gold’s Mine Waste Solutions’ 

operations and proposed expansion of the Kareerand Tailings Storage Facility. 

• Monthly meetings with Harmony Gold Mine. 

• Meetings with Prof. Elize van Eeden pertaining to the North West University (NWU) 

and Sibanye-Stillwater/DRDGOLD’s proposed MoU pertaining to the research project 

titled “Proactive Engagements, Initiatives & Activities for a Sustainable Far West Rand 

in the 21st century”. 

• Meeting with Mabola Coalition and the Centre for Environmental Rights (CER) – 

“Communications Call.” 

• Meetings with the Modern Us (Katlego Bungane and Lebohang Tsinyane) and South 

Deep Mine re a proposed environmental campaign in Simunye Township. 

•  Meetings with Phyllia Ngoatje | MACUA/WAMUA Advice Office and Shawn 

Lethoko of NAAM.   

• Public meeting to discuss the MCCP Draft Environmental Impact Assessment Report, 

facilitated by Greenmined. 

• Meeting with the NNR re the FSE’s issues of concern re the radioactive mine residue 

deposits including Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement matter. 

• Telcom with Sylvester Peverelle of Webber Wentzel, Trix Peens and Henry Pearson 

regarding prospecting activities in the Northern Cape. 

• Virtual meeting with w John Pule, Vukile Nonjola and Mthulisi Moyo of the National 

Nuclear Regulator and Niel Pretorius of DRDGOLD pertaining to the lawful removal 

of the radioactive Tudor Dump. Oral and written comments. 

• Virtual meeting with Yolan Friedman of EWT and Christo Rheeders on behalf of EWT 

and Wildlife Rights S.A. pertaining to wildlife laws in South Africa. 

• Meetings with Michael Solomon, Asmita Thakor | Partner | Webber Wentzel and 

colleagues regarding Central Rand Gold’s liquidation and impacts on Riverlea 

Community. 
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• Virtual meeting with Sibanye-Stillwater.  Introduction to Bokomosa Ba Rona Initiative 

on the West Rand. 

• Virtual meeting with Prof Michael Solomon. Discussion on the National Mine Closure 

Strategy. 

• Meeting with SAHRC (Buang Jones and others):   Monitoring the implementation of 

the SAHRC directives regarding the sewage pollution of the Vaal River and the Vaal 

Intervention Plan. 

• Virtual meeting with Peter Becker, the civil society representative on the Board of the 

NNR regarding the FSE’s issues of concern. 

• Meeting with Chris Griffith, the CEO of Gold Fields and Naseem Chohan of Gold 

Fields, and Martin Preece and Puseletso Matete of South Deep Mine on mining and 

water related matters, and the FSE’s co-operation with South Deep Mine. 

• Meetings with Neal Froneman, the CEO of Sibanye-Stillwater and Grant Stuart, 

Senior Vice President (Environment) on mining and water related matters, and 

Sibanye-Stillwater’s ESG performance, its green metals strategy, and the FSE’s co-

operation with Sibanye-Stillwater. 

• Meeting with Gerrie Brink of Aqua Affections. 

• Participation in KipWas Meeting. 

• Meeting with SI Potgieter and Dr Frikkie van As of the Lain Group 

• Anjani Kapoor of Sanitation and Water for All Partnership. 

 

*(A detailed description of the above-mentioned meetings can be found in the FSE’s monthly 

reports for 2021.) 

News Media 

The FSE was interviewed during 2021 by: 

• Mail & Guardian.  “Sisulu: Third of audited mines violate conditions of water use 

licence” by Sheree Bega (5 January 2021).   

• Mail & Guardian.  “State halts R10bn acid water plan.” (June 21 to 27, 2021) 
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• Mail & Guardian.  “Sewage poisons the Vaal River.” (April 30 to May 7, 2021). 
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• Mail & Guardian:  “These mine dumps are destroying us”  (June 4 to 10, 2021). 
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• Mail & Guardian:  “SA will miss UN’s clean water targets”. (April 9 to 16, 2021). 

 

• ENCA:  Assistance with a request for interview with NPOs actively involved in the 

conservation of oceans.   
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• Potchefstroom Herald:  Sewage pollution incidents (Total Garage, Potchefstroom). 

• NEWZROOM Africa. TV interview on the findings and recommendations of the 

SAHRC Report on the Sewage Pollution of the Vaal. 

• Information request about the Platinum Belt from Andrea Palladino of the Italian 

newspaper "Domani". 

• Interview: Al Jazeera pertaining to Mine Dumps. 

• Pretoria FM on the MEC’s decision to revoke the protected area status for a large part 

of the Mabola Protected Environment to allow a large new coal mine to be established 

there. 

•  Engagements with the Mail & Guardian on: 

o MMSEZ, specifically as it relates to the impacts and concerns for the Limpopo 

River 

o Mintails matter and transferal of entire share capital of West Wits Monarch to 

Amatshe Mining. 

• Media Statement on the MEC’s decision to revoke the protected area status for a large 

part of the Mabola Protected Environment to allow a large new coal mine to be 

established there. 

• Mail & Guardian: Disclosure to the M&G on the Gaps pertaining to the Sustainable 

Development Goal 6.  See article dated titled “SA will miss UN’s clean water targets” 

(April 9 to 15, 2021). 

•  Interview with Philip Owen of GeaSphere 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I8Rqlbi8Amg&t=3254s 

• SA Mining- Ezulwini Mine’s Closure Application, Status of the treatment of Acid Mine 

Drainage; Gaps in the SDG6 Targets; Updated Reconciliation Strategy for the 

Integrated Vaal River System. 
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• Business Times (Sunday Times) – Ezulwini Mine’s Closure Application. 

https://www.businesslive.co.za/fm/features/2021-04-01-inside-sibanyes-zombie-mine/ 

• Financial Mail – Ezulwini Mine’s Closure Application.  See Financial Mail April 1 – 

April 7, 2021 “Inside Sibanye’s ‘Zombie Mine’”. 

• Reuters News (Tanisha Heiberg: Southern Africa mining and commodities 

correspondent): Interview on “the rehabilitation issue around coal now that the majors 

are selling out.” 

• Daily Maverick  

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-07-18-thirstlands-of-eapasa-the-

failures-of-our-environmental-

regulator/?fbclid=IwAR2l1pf5b7OQZvVmFhhXt1nc107X6MN9o6i9oED8iKewNu5

P19j6x7BTIzg 

• Oxpeckers/#Mining Alert.  30 July 2021.  “Strategies for sustainable closure” by 

Andiswa Matikinca. 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-07-18-thirstlands-of-eapasa-the-failures-of-our-environmental-regulator/?fbclid=IwAR2l1pf5b7OQZvVmFhhXt1nc107X6MN9o6i9oED8iKewNu5P19j6x7BTIzg
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-07-18-thirstlands-of-eapasa-the-failures-of-our-environmental-regulator/?fbclid=IwAR2l1pf5b7OQZvVmFhhXt1nc107X6MN9o6i9oED8iKewNu5P19j6x7BTIzg
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-07-18-thirstlands-of-eapasa-the-failures-of-our-environmental-regulator/?fbclid=IwAR2l1pf5b7OQZvVmFhhXt1nc107X6MN9o6i9oED8iKewNu5P19j6x7BTIzg
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-07-18-thirstlands-of-eapasa-the-failures-of-our-environmental-regulator/?fbclid=IwAR2l1pf5b7OQZvVmFhhXt1nc107X6MN9o6i9oED8iKewNu5P19j6x7BTIzg
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• Mail and Guardian.  July 21 to 29, 2021.  “Water sector to clean up its act.” 
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• Mail & Guardian.  August 15 to 19, 2022.  “Closed mines musn’t shaft people”. 

 

 

 

• Carte Blanche 

 

The FSE participated in Carte Blanche programme on: “Gauteng: the hub of the South 

African economy. But at what cost? For years, its citizens have paid the price for the 

deadly fallout of its air pollution. From radioactive fallout to sulphur dioxide emissions 

carried in tiny dust particles, many Gauteng residents are falling ill under a toxic 

blanket of dirty air. In winter, some Gauteng cities rank amongst the top 20 most 

polluted in the world. What silent killers are hiding in the murky layers of its sky?” 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYmB3KOv6D0 

 

 

• Interview with Nick Bowlin, an environment journalist based in the American West re 

investigation into gold in the U.S.  

• Radio Kosmos, Nambia: 

o Uranium 

o Sewage pollution of the Vaal 

• Daily Maverick: “Polluted Waterways – Total Lack of accountability as South Africa’s 

rivers choke on waste” – 11 October 2021 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UYmB3KOv6D0
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POLLUTED WATERWAYS 

Total lack of accountability as South Africa’s rivers choke on waste 

By Angus Begg• 11 October 2021 

 
 

 Mountains of litter against a bridge pylon on the Jukskei River, Alexandra township. (Photo: Angus Begg) 

 

• Daily Maverick: “Toxic City – SA regulator’s radioactive neglect”.  Angus Begg – 16 

October 2021 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-10-18-sa-national-nuclear-regulator-

neglects-radioactive-mine-dumps-threatening-the-health-of-thousands/ 

• Daily Maverick:  

  

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-10-18-sa-national-nuclear-regulator-neglects-radioactive-mine-dumps-threatening-the-health-of-thousands/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-10-18-sa-national-nuclear-regulator-neglects-radioactive-mine-dumps-threatening-the-health-of-thousands/
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https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-

wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-

sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=I

wAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Ech

obox=1637268498 

 

 

 

 

Nominations 
The FSE was nominated as: 

▪ Member for the Limpopo Northwest Catchment Management Agency’s (CMA) 

Governing Board. 

▪ Member for the Vaal Catchment Management Agency’s Governing Board. 

https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Echobox=1637268498
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Echobox=1637268498
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Echobox=1637268498
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Echobox=1637268498
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-11-18-declare-south-africas-wastewater-treatment-a-national-disaster-urges-sahrc/?utm_term=Autofeed&utm_medium=Social&utm_source=Facebook&fbclid=IwAR0gwCW418R_wscLesdfDFYkjTJw2jibIBJxO8muoInB5C3OHe6onJ4oGuc#Echobox=1637268498
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▪ Representative of the civil society organisations in South Africa in terms of the SDG6 

Task Team and Water and Sanitation for All. 

 

Notifications, complaints and requests for 

inspections/interventions* 

The FSE notified the competent authorities of alleged pollution and environmental degradation 

and requested the authorities to investigate.  Notifications during 2021 involved the following 

companies: 

1. Notification to the DWS of Wemmer Pan’s ongoing sewage pollution. Complaint 

lodged by the FSE with the DWS on behalf of JHB Canoe Club as well as the Wemmer 

Pan Aquatic Clubs. 

2. Notification of the establishment of conference venue on the Remainder of Portion 152 

Vlakfontein Farm 69 I.R. (Marzi Investments 129 CC) and request for an investigation 

by the DWS and the GDARD whether the property owner has obtained Environmental 

Authorisation from the Gauteng Department of Agriculture and Environmental Affairs 

(GDARD) due to the property’s close location to a protected area (Bull Frog Pan) and 

whether it was necessary for the property owner to apply for a WUL in terms of the 

NWA due to the site’s proximity to a water feature/pan and whether the site is within a 

1:50 year or 1:100 year flood line. 

3. Notification to the DWS regarding the ongoing water leak that has been discovered on 

the RWB pipeline that crosses the Blesbokspruit in a causeway at the northern boundary 

of the Marievale Nature Reserve. 

4. Notification to the DWS regarding the ongoing sewage pollution of Murray Park Dam. 

5. Request to the DWS to issue a directive to Total Garage, Potchefstroom to instruct the 

owner in terms of Section 19 (2) of the National Water Act to cease, modify or control 

any act or process causing the pollution; comply with any prescribed waste standard or 

management practice; contain or prevent the movement of pollutants; eliminate any 

source of the pollution; remedy the effects of the pollution; and remedy the effects of 

any disturbance to the bed and banks of a watercourse. 

6. Request to the Chief Inspector of Mines to investigate the foreseeable collapse of the 

bridge, constructed by the Mintails Group of Companies, over Main Reef Road, 

Randfontein and undertake remedial actions. 

7. Notification to DEFF, DEDEA, etc. of Alleged Unlawful Taking Water from a Water 

Resource; Storing Water; Impeding or Diverting the Flow of Water in a Watercourse ; 

Altering the Bed, Banks, Course or Characteristics of a Water Course ; Ecological 

Degradation  and Pollution by Edcot Trust, East London. 

8. Notification to Harmony Gold Mining Company that the fence of the evaporation dam 

at Harmony’s Doornkop Operations has been unlawfully removed.   

9. Notification to Harmony Gold Mining Company that its Doornkop return water dam 

(RWD) is not effectively fenced off.  
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10. Notification to Harmony Gold Mining Company and responsible officials of the 

drowning of a young boy in its Doornkop return water dam. 

11. Notification to Harmony Gold Mining Company regarding dust fallout from its 

Doornpoort TSF. 

12. Notification to Sibaney-Stillwater’s Rand Uranium operations regarding dust fallout 

from its Mill Site reclamation operations. 

13. Notification to the SAHRC of another fish kill event in the Vaal Barrage with even the 

hardy catfish showing distress due to the conditions. 

14. A formal malpractice complaint was lodged with the Registrar, Dr Patrick Sithole of 

EAPASA pertaining to a registered EAP by the FSE pertaining to  the Coal, Pseudocoal 

& Torbornite Mining Right Application, Integrated Water Use License Application and 

Environmental Authorisation in the Magisterial District pf Barberton, Mpumalanga 

Province and the Prospecting Application for diamonds, gold ore, iron ore and 

manganese ore on inter alia the portions of the farm Bovenste Oog of the Mooi River 

and the Farm Klerkskraal situated in  Ventersdorp, North West Region. 

15. The FSE as part of the Mabola Coalition and represented by the Centre for 

Environmental Rights condemned the shootings of two brothers, Mgcini Coka and 

Zenzele Coka on Pampoenkraal Farm in Mkhondo on 9 April 2021 and called on the 

South African Human Rights Commission to similarly condemn the violent and indeed 

fatal actions of these farmers, and to intervene and investigate the reports of other 

instances of human rights violations by farmers in the area which have gone un-

investigated and unaddressed. 

16. The FSE reported the alleged non-compliance with section 19 of the National Water 

Act, GN 704 and section 28 of the NEMA pertaining to a defunct mine dump adjacent 

to Slovoville by Simmer Gold Mining. 

17. Ongoing sewage pollution of the Blougatspruit, the Bloubankspruit and the Crocodile 

West river system – urgent request for an investigation into the ongoing sewage 

pollution and a report by the DWS on its enforcement actions against Mogale City 

Local Municipality for its non-compliances with the NWA and its WUL. 

18. Reduction of AMD discharges from the Eastern Basin AMD Treatment Plant and 

impact on downstream water users and the hydrological regime. 

*(In most cases, the responsible organs of state acted on the notifications and requests for 

inspections and interventions.) 

Participation 

The FSE actively participated in the following Task Teams, Forums, Steering Committees, 

Advisory Committees on a sustained basis during 2021, and submitted extensive written and 

oral comments3: 

 
3 The FSE’s written comments were posted on its website, Twitter and Facebook. 
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1. Bojanala Air Quality Implementation Task Team (ITT) meetings (quarterly meetings). 

Oral and Written comments.  

2. Strategy Steering Committee (SSC) for the Continuation of the Integrated Vaal River 

System Reconciliation Strategy Study – Phase 2. SSC Meeting 5. Oral and written 

submissions. 

3. The DEFF’s Multi-Stakeholder consultation workshop (quarterly meetings) for the 

proposed Priority Area -Regulations and proposed amendment for section 23 notices. 

Oral and written submissions. 

4. The Water and Sanitation Sector Leadership Group Sustainable Development Goal 6 

(WSSLG SDG 6) Task Team (quarterly meetings): Oral Presentations and written 

submissions. 

5. The DWS’ Klip River Catchment Management Forum meetings – (quarterly meetings). 

Written and oral submissions. 

6. The DWS’ Blesbokspruit Catchment Management Forum meetings – (quarterly 

meetings). Written and oral submissions. 

7. The DWS’ Rietspruit Catchment Management Forum meetings – (quarterly meetings). 

Written and oral submissions. 

8. The DWS’ Mooi River Catchment Management Forum meetings – (quarterly 

meetings).  Written and oral submissions. 

9. The DWS’ Hennops Catchment Management Forum meetings (quarterly meetings).  

Written and oral submissions. 

10. The DWS’ Magaliesburg Catchment Management Forum meetings (quarterly 

meetings). Written and oral submissions. 

11. The DWS’ Elands/Hex Catchment Management Forum meetings (quarterly meetings).  

Written and oral submisisons. 

12. The National Nuclear Regulator’s (NNR) Webinar. Oral and written submissions. 

13. The launch of the SAHRC Report on the sewage pollution of the Vaal River.   

14. The Responsible Mining Foundation: “Water Risks in the Mining Sector:  Why they 

matter to business?” 

15. Witwatersrand Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) project update by Bashan Govender, 

Acting Director: Mine Water Management Directorate of the DWS.  The update was in 

response to the FSE’s request.  The FSE submitted oral and written comments. 

16. The North West Environment Outlook Webinar.  The FSE submitted oral and written 

comments. 

17. Public Participation Meeting: Prospecting Application - Cold Gold Trading (Pty) Ltd - 

GP30/5/1/1/2(10658; 10667, 10664, 10665, 10670, 10666, 10668, 10657, 10669) PR. 

18. Public Participation Meetings: Proposed Development of a Zero Waste Recovery Plant 

and Associated Infrastructure near Kwa-Guqa, Mpumalanga Province. DFFE Ref. no 

14/12/16/3/3/2/401. 

19. DEFF – Waterberg/Bojanala Priority Area Multistakeholder Reference Group meeting 

20. North West Climate Change Strategy Stakeholder Consultations. 

21. Public Participation Meeting: The Prospecting Right Application within all Portions of 

the Farm Rondavelskraal 290JP Situated under the Magisterial District of Marico, NW 

Province (DMR Ref No NW 30/5/1/1/2/1305 PR). 
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22. The DWS’ Webinar – Blue and Green Drop Certification.  

23. The National Association of Artisanal Mining (NAAM)’s discussion and presentation 

on an alternative to mercury usage in artisanal mining. 

24. DFFE and DEDECT: Update on the Nationally Determined Contribution (including 

Key issues and developments in Climate Change negotiations including NDCs) -

Stakeholder Consultation. 

25. Development of the Eutrophication Management Strategy for South Africa.  The FSE 

submitted oral and written comments. 

26. The development of the North West Province Climate Change Response Strategy. 

27. A questionnaire regarding Gold Fields’ ESG Performance, conducted by Jean Dunn. 

28. Towards Mila and Glasgow: Voices of South African Youths before COP26 

 

The FSE participated in “TOWARDS MILAN AND GLASGOW: VOICES OF 

SOUTH AFRICAN YOUTHS BEFORE COP26”, PRETORIA 14TH SEPTEMBER 

2021 discussion on the invitation of the Italian Ambassador and the British High 

Commissioner at the Italian Ambassador’s Residence in Pretoria. 

• The FSE participated and presented at the Eden Festival: Special Screening of Jozi 

Gold – UN Decade on Ecosystem Restoration 
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Sent: 01 October 2021 01:22 PM 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za> 

 

Hello Mariette 

 

…. It was an absolute gift having you and your team with us for the event. The work that you are doing is of 

huge significance, and was most certainly a massive inspiration to our participants.  

 

… 

Keep shining on with your work.  

 

Best, Misha 

  
Misha Teasdale 
Co-Founder & CEO 

www.greenpop.org 

 

• Benchmarks Foundation:  Mining Communities’ Experiences of organizing in the time 

of pandemics. 

• GDARD:  Kaalspruit Climate Resilient Catchment Management Plan. 

Presentations (Conferences/Webinars) 
1. Water Institute of Southern Africa (WISA) Webinar (30 March 2021):  The FSE 

delivered a powerpoint presentation titled “Building better water resilience through 

community engagement”. 
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2. Keynote address at the SAIIM Tailings 2021 conference titled “Global Tailings 

Standard and Opportunities for the Mine of the Future” and participation in two 

panel discussions. The FSE’s presentation was titled “Historic and current 

management of gold tailings and proposed management by integration.” 

 

 

 

3. University of Cape Town and Minerals to Metals webinar.  Panel discussion on the 

Draft National Mine Closure Strategy. 

4. Presentation and participation as panelist for the GCRF Mine Dust & Health 

Network technical meeting on emissions and impacts of windborne dust from gold 

tailings storage facilities (TSFs) in the West Rand District, which is hosted by 

NACA at their annual conference. 

5. SAIMM MtM Webinar: 2nd Session on the Mine Closure Strategy. 

6. The FSE participated in the groundWork and Friends of the Earth’s Toxic Waste 

Exchange meeting. 

Research Assistance 

The FSE provided research assistance to the following persons and entities during 2021: 

• Dr. Zainab Birungi, a Research Associate for the United Nations University-FLORES, 

in Dresden, Germany regarding the “Sustainable Transformation in Coal Regions of 

the Global South: Challenges from a Resource Nexus Perspective - NEXtra Core” 

project.   

• The FSE acted as supervisor and reviewer of the following academic papers for  

Richard Kwame Adom and Mulala Danny Simatele of the School of Geography, 

Archaeology and Environmental Studies and The Global Change Institute of the 

University of the Witwatersrand respectively: 

o “The Systematic and Structural Constraints Hindering Implementation of 

Policies to Achieve Water Security in South Africa.” 
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o “The Role of Stakeholders Engagement in Sustainable Water Resource 

Management in South Africa.” 

o “Addressing Structural and Systematic Constraints to Small-Scale Agro-

Processing Projects: in the Eastern Cape of South Africa.” 

• Rui Nozes, Commercial Advisor of the Embassy of Finland regarding Sibanye-

Stillwater’s operations. 

• Nina Barnett and the American artist Jeremy Bolen regarding an exhibition that will be 

held at the Origins Centre at the University of the Witwatersrand in March, 2020.  

• Ramashala Lethabo (North West University, Faculty of Agricultural and Natural 

Sciences for the degree Masters in Environmental Management): Contributions to 

research on Ecological Water Requirement Governance.  The research project deals 

with: “A critical perspective of Ecological Water Requirement (EWR) governance 

within the Mooi River sub-catchment”. 

• Nature2020, a global collaborative artwork to raise awareness of the plight of 

biodiversity and loss of species.  (Contact:  Emma Thomas.) 

• David Viljoen re the Social and Labour Plans for Northam Platinum. 

• Mateenah Hunter-Parsonage of the SAHRC on its “Systemic Investigation into the 

Adverse Impact of the Tailings of Gold and Uranium Mines in the Gauteng Province”.  

• Ongoing research assistance to Tasmania Limited. 

• Naledi Mashish, researcher of Africa Check organisation regarding the radioactivity 

levels within the Witwatersrand gold fields and Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement. 

• Dr Magda Ligthelm. PhD at Wits School of Governance: Understanding and enhancing 

Network Governance in water resource management (WRM) in the Integrated Vaal 

River System (IVRS). The aim of the study is to understand governance modes in the 

performance of WRM functions and to enhance network governance in the IVRS. 

Interview on the FSE’s involvement in WRM functions in the IVRS. 

• Isabel Weiersbye: Site identification of the manganese mining operations within the 

West Rand goldfields. 

• Assistance to Lethabo Daphney Ramashala, who registered with the North West 

University, Faculty of Agricultural and Natural Sciences for the degree Masters in 

Environmental Management. Her research project deals with: “A critical perspective of 

Ecological Water Requirement (EWR) governance within the Mooi River sub-

catchment”. 

• Graham Bowman. MSc Student. University of the Witwatersrand. Research project 

titled “Identification and assessment of naturally occurring fungal species to naturally 

degrade single use plastic items within the Crocodile river system.” 

• Doctoral research study by Carla Higgs, a PhD student at the University of KwaZulu-

Natal (Discipline of Geography, School of Agricultural, Earth and Environmental 

Sciences). The research study is titled ‘Developing an equity and equality assessment 

method for water resources allocation in South Africa’. The study aims to develop a 

methodology for assessing equity and equality for the allocation of water resources in 

South Africa. 
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From: Carla Higgs  

Sent: 21 June 2021 09:48 AM 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za> 

Subject: Re: Water equity and equality PhD - ROUND 2 

 

Dear Mariette, 

 

Thank you for participating in this round of my research, you have been incredibly generous with your 

time and knowledge. Deeply appreciate your contribution. 

 

Best, 

Carla Higgs 

Discipline of Geography, School of Agricultural, Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of 

KwaZulu-Natal, Pietermaritzburg Campus, South Africa 

 

• Hugh Ingpen regarding water treatment solutions (Electro Molecular Activated water 

System proposal). 

• Stephan du Toit of Mogale City Local Municipality (MCLM) regarding closure duties, 

responsibilities and liabilities of old asbestos mines within the MCLM area. 

• Prof. J.C. Pauw on his research for the Energy & Water Sector Education Training 

Authority (EWSETA) - “Cooperatives among others, stokvels, burial societies, the big 

agricultural co-ops of the 20th century and historically, giants such as Old Mutual and 

Sanlam. A cooperative embodies a unique combination of business and community and 

is highly regarded by the Government.” 

• Prof. Elize van Eeden on research proposal and project on “Proactive Engagements, 

Initiatives & Activities for a Sustainable Far West Rand in the 21st century”. 

• Dr Phil Tanner and Lien Kellerman and Gert Rens re ownership of the Mintails Group 

of Companies’ rock dumps. 

• Annette Perold with the identification of an environmental problem and development a 

concrete plan and list of actions to address it with a focus on “Waste dumps & pollution 

of water” within the West Rand. 

• Memory Tekere: Research on mine waste water treatment and a proposal for funding 

through the “African-German collaborative projects in the field of water security in 

Africa (WASA); initial phase – southern Africa”. 

• Review of a Manuscript for the Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern 

Africa.  

• Vuyisile Ncube of Human Rights Watch on the negative impacts of coal mine 

rehabilitation and AMD. 

• Mr Rebone Senyane (Free State) regarding Black Empowerment Opportunities. 

• Preparation of conference material for Knowledge Academy South Africa for its Water 

Security and Drought Conference. 

• Teddy Snyders re the genealogical lineage of the Bafokeng Mutla. 

• Dr Kym Morton regarding a “Win Win Solution for Mine Waste Clean Up - \– a women 

driven self-help initiative”. 
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• Prof Chris Curtis.  Assistance on the Limpopo Catchment Management Area North – 

Reconciliation Strategy/Business Case/Progress on the establishment of the Limpopo 

Catchment Management Agency (CMA). 

• Prof Johann Tempelhoff.  Documentation on the Crocodile West/Limpopo Catchment 

Management Area. 

• Bernard Fraser and associates re Optimum Coal Mine Proprietary Limited’s (In 

Business) proposed access agreement and Sphanko Industrial Supply (Pty) Ltd  Mining 

Permit Application within Portion of Portion 6 of the Farm Klipbank 467 JS, under the 

Magisterial District of Middelburg, Mpumalanga Province (DMRE REF 30/5/1/3/2 

(12217) MP. 

• James Lorimer, the Shadow Mining of Mineral Resources re the non-transparency of 

mining right application. 

• Mbali Mpanza re “The impacts of mine closure policy and the winding up of companies: 

A critical review” for the Journal for Transdisciplinary Research in Southern Africa. 

• Louis Verhoef:  Update on Acid Mine Drainage Treatment. 

• Khuliso Ramaite, an honours student of the Witwatersrand University re research on 

mining rehabilitation. 

• Hassen Lorgat of Benchmarks Foundation on the requirements for residential 

developments with the buffer zone of a TSF. 

• Jack Olley:  PhD – “Sustainable use of water in South Africa - multistakeholder 

perspective and investigating the challenges that different stakeholders face”. 

• Ian Robinson:  Book PhD (University of the Witwatersrand) – Book on “The Evolution 

of the South African Mining Industry since 1980.” 

• Hibist Kassa: Senior Researcher at the Institute for African Alternatives (IFAA), a 

policy research institute established by the late Prof Ben Turok regarding a cross border 

corporate accountability research project on AngloGold Ashanti's operations in 

Tanzania, Ghana and South Africa.  

• Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Frank Otto. Wissenschaftsbereich Georessourcen und 

Verfahrenstechnik . Technische Hochschule Georg Agricola:  Appraisal Mission for 

GIZ project "Just Transition to a Decarbonised Economy for South Africa ("JUST 

SA")" 

• Hilmer Bosch, Intern International Water Management Institute - Pretoria (SA), a PhD 

candidate and member Governance and Inclusive Development (GID) Research Group, 

Amsterdam Institute for Social Science Research (AISSR), University of Amsterdam 

regarding PhD research, which includes focusing on mining contracts and the link to 

water. 

Requests for information* 
The FSE, in terms of the provisions of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000, 

requested information during 2021 to: 

1. To the Minister of Water and Sanitation, Minister Senzo Mchunu regarding: 
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a. Status of the key actions (Actions 1.2.1; 1.4.7; 1.4.8; 1.5.1; 1.6.1; 1.6.1; 1.6.4; 

2.1.1; 2.1.2 and 2.1.3) as proposed in the National Water and Sanitation Master 

Plan. 

b. Status of compliance by the DWS with the directives of the SAHRC in terms of 

its 17 February 2021 Report on the sewage pollution of the Vaal. 

c. Status of the compliance by the DWS with the directives of the SAHRC 

pursuant to its National Hearing on the Underlying Socio-Economic Challenges 

of Mining Affected Communities in South Africa. 

d. The actions taken by the DWS against the directors of the Mintails Group of 

Companies for its non-compliances with NWA and its Regulations. 

e. The status of the DWS’ 2017 Draft National Mine Water Management Policy. 

f. The measures the DWS has taken to strengthen the legal protection of Strategic 

Water Sources Areas and to prohibit mining in protected areas. 

g. The actions the DWS have taken to address the gaps in the SDG6 Gap Report. 

h. With reference to AMD: 

i. The status of the comprehensive recalibration of the salinity and 

hydrology models for the Vaal Barrage. 

ii. The current ingress control interventions in terms of the short term 

treatment of AMD. 

iii. New and innovative treatment solutions for the AMD that have been 

approved by the DWS. 

i. With reference to the Phase 2: Vaal River System – Updated Reconciliation 

Strategy (March 2021): 

i. The status of the proposed updated Vaal IWQMS (2009). 

ii. Whether the DWS will have the resources and be in the position to 

timeously eradicate unlawful water use in order to achieve water 

security and to reconcile the demand with the supply in the IVRS. 

iii. The progress in the DWS’ target of the utilisation of treated mine 

effluent and other sewage works in order to reduce the risks within the 

IVRS. 

iv. The progress in the City of Tswane’s reuse plans. 

v. The status of the revision of the Thukela hydrology (the last feasibility 

study was undertaken in 2001). 

vi. The delay in the LHWP Phase 2 and the Yield Replacement Dam in the 

Orange. 

2. Request to the acting DG, Deborah Mochotlhi to respond to the questions the FSE 

submitted to the Minister of Water and Sanitation, Minister Mchunu. 

3. The National Nuclear Regulator, the status of the NNR’s compliance with: 

a.  The directives issued by the SAHRC and its findings pursuant to its “National 

Hearing on the Underlying Socio-Economic Challenges of Mining Affected 

Communities” in 2016. 

b. The NNR’s 2015 Position Paper on Remediation Criteria and Requirements and 

the NNR’s 2015 (PLN-SARA-15-012) Plan for Remediation of Contaminated 

Sites? 
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c. The actions the NNR has taken to prohibit the use of dump and uraniferous 

waste material for building purposes? 

d. The actions the NNR has taken to address the risks identified  in the NNR’s 

Report, dated 2007, titled ‘Radiological Impacts of the Mining Activities to the 

Public in the Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Area’, report TR‐RRD‐07‐0006? 

e. The progress in conducting an epidemiological study in order to assess the 

health risks as a result of radioactivity of mining affected communities within 

the Witwatersrand gold fields? 

f. A report on the NNR’s investigation of the sale of potentially radioactive scrap 

metal from pipelines and the Mintails Group’s gold treatment plants to scrap 

metal dealers.  

g. In terms of the recommendations and findings of the NNR & DWAF’S 

Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Area: Action Plan of 2009, the actions the 

NNR has taken to protect the adjacent communities of Kagiso, the environment 

and properties from the exposure to the radiological risks. 

h. Tudor Shaft Informal Settlement:  With reference to Case No 24611/12 in the 

matter between the FSE and others and the NNR and others, the status of the 

NNR’s compliance with the Court Interdict.   

i. In terms of the WRC Report No 1214/1/06 ‘An assessment of sources, 

pathways, mechanisms and risks of current and potential future pollution of 

water and sediments in gold-mining areas of the Wonderfonteinspruit 

catchment’ (2004), the actions the NNR has taken to protect the public, property 

and the environment in this regard.  

 

4. Request for a copy of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) of West 

Wits Mining.  Supplied by the Environmental Assessment Practitioner, SLR 

Consulting. 

5. Requests for information to assist the FSE’s appointed expert in the compilation of an 

expert report in terms of the Order of the Court in the Mintails group of companies 

matter. 

6. Request for status of the revised DEIAR and environmental authorisation application 

pertaining to Harmony Gold Mine’s application for interim deposition on Mine Waste 

Solutions’ 4 & 5 Tailings Storage Facilities. 

7. Submission of Rand Water’s quarterly instream water quality report to the Director 

General of the DWS and the SAHRC and requesting the possibility of the DWS 

achieving the SDG6 targets namely to ensure availability and sustainable management 

of water and sanitation for all, by 2030 if the sewage pollution of the Vaal River System 

is allowed to continue. 

8. To the DWS, the DMRE and Chairperson and Members of the Klip River Catchment 

Management Forum (CMF): The status of liquidation and name of Central Rand Gold’s 

liquidators. 

9. To the DWS and the DMRE: The status of the 2019 NEMA: Regulations for Financial 

Provisioning, which requires the liquidator or business rescue practitioner where 

liquidation or business rescue proceedings have been initiated to implement the mine 

closure and remediation and management of residual and latent impacts, including the 

pumping and treatment of polluted or extraneous water. 
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10. To the DMRE: A copy of Mintails’ approved EMPR for MR206. The Regional 

Manager of DMRE (Gauteng) confirmed that Mintails does not possess an approved 

EMPR for MR206. 

11. Request on behalf of the Blesbokspruit CMF to Mr Bashan Govender of the DWS: 

Directorate Mine Water Management to present an update on the status of the LTS of 

AMD to the relevant Forums (Blesbokspruit CMF, Wonderfonteinspruit CMF, 

Klipriver CMF) and to engage with the DMRE to request their continuous participation 

in the mining-related issues raised in the CMFs. Mr Govender responded: “…we remain 

committed to address enquiries raised by the FSE, as we are appreciative of NGOs and 

citizens’ role in environmental governance and advocacy, as laid down in domestic and 

international environmental policy and legislation.” 

12. To the Council of Geoscience on behalf of MACUA and residents to engage on the 

sinkhole formations within the Far West Rand gold fields and the use of mine waste 

from gold mines for the backfilling of sinkholes. 

13. To the Chairperson of the Water and Sanitation Sector Leadership Group (WSSLG) 

Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 6 Task Team:  Actions taken by DWS pursuant 

to the SAHRC’s “Final Report of the Gauteng Provincial Inquiry into the Sewage 

Problem of the Vaal River”.  

14. To the Chairperson (Patrick Mlilo) of the DWS’ Reconciliation Strategy Steering 

Committee for the Integrated Vaal River System regarding the continued applications 

for mining prospecting and exploration licenses in the environmentally sensitive areas 

of Mpumalanga. 

15. To the DWS for a copy of Amatshe Mine’s Water Use Licence Application. 

16. Request to EAPASA (Dr Patrick Sithole) for an enquiry into the authenticity of the  

Environmental Impact Assessment Report and Environmental Management 

Programme Report: Manzolwandle Investments’ Coal, Pseudocoal & Torbornite 

Mining Right Application, Integrated Water Use License Application And 

Environmental Authorisation Application  in the Magisterial District Of Barberton, 

Mpumalanga Province. 

17. To the DWS for the water quality results for the Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment 

Management Area from 2017 to 2020. 

18.  To the SAHRC and Commissioner Jonas Sibanyoni: Requests regarding the status of 

the directives which were issued by the SAHRC to the Departments of Water and 

Sanitation, Mineral Resources and Energy, Environment, Forestry and Fisheries and 

the National Nuclear Regulator pursuant to the SAHRC’s National Hearing on the 

Underlying Socio-Economic Impacts of Mining Affected Communities in South 

Africa, which was held in 2016. 

19. To the SAHRC and Buang Jones:  Request for the status of the Report and a copy of 

the Report on the SAHRC’s “One Day Inquiry into the State of the Rivers in the City 

of Tshwane.” 

20. To the DWS:  Status of the establishment of the Limpopo Catchment Management 

Agency and its Board. 

21. To the DWS: Request for a Copy of the Rehabilitation Plan and Status of the 

rehabilitation of the Centurion Lake. 
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22. To the Council of Geoscience:  Request for the status of the proposed reinstatement of 

the State Coordinating Technical Committee (SCTC) and request for presentation to 

the Wonderfonteinspruit Catchment Management Forum. 

23. To the City of Ekurhuleni for its water quality results of the tributaries of the Hennops 

River.  The matter involved extensive engagements with the DWS (Mr Justice 

Maluleke); the City of Ekurhuleni, the Chairperson of the Hennops Catchment 

management Forum, the SAHRC and key stakeholders. 

24. In terms of Prospecting Right NC10460PR (Applicant: Mr Kennith Leon Boraine) 

pertaining to Groenwater 304: The original approved Prospecting Work Programme 

(PWP); the PWP in respect of the renewal period; the original Prospecting Right 

NC10460PR pertaining to Groenwater 304; the approved EMP.  (Reference DMR: 

NC10460PR dated 23/08/2012) including Comments and Response Report and Record 

of notifications to interested and affected parties; copy of the renewed Prospecting 

Right NC12127PRR including the Comments and Response Report and Record of 

notifications to interested and affected parties. 

25. Request to the WSSLG SDG6 Task Team Leaders: The actions being taken by the 

DWS in compliance with the SAHRC’s “Final Report of the Gauteng Provincial 

Inquiry into the Sewage Problem of the Vaal River”. 

26. To the SAHRC: Request whether the SAHRC is also required to comply with the 

provisions of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2 of 2000 and if not, to 

advise what civil society’s remedy is if the SAHRC fails to respond to civil society’s 

requests for information in terms of the aforesaid provisions and Section 32 of the Bill 

of Rights. 

27. Request to the DFFE for its response to the SAHRC’s directives pursuant to its National 

Hearing on the Underlying Socio-Economic Challenges of Mining Affected 

Communities in South Africa. SAHRC Mining.  The directives pertain to the lack of 

certainty around the applicability of the National Environmental Management Air 

Quality Act to mining activities; the reporting on the measures taken to streamline the 

control of cumulative air pollution impacts of mining operations and the outlining of 

the mechanisms that have been put in place for collation, verification and dissemination 

of information between stakeholders in relation to the impacts reported and/or 

interventions undertaken in relation to air quality. 

28. Request for the DWS’ Directives, which were issued to the Mintails’ Group of 

Companies. 

29. Request on behalf of “Gamma Check” to the NNR regarding radioactive sources on 

dump yards in South Africa, which are unattended by the Department of Health. 

30. Bakubung Platinum Mine:  Request for copies of its annual EMPr audits/performance 

assessment reviews; annual reviews of closure costs; annual water use licence audits; 

monthly surface and groundwater results; monthly dust fallout results; bi-annual 

aquatic biomonitoring pursuant to PPM’s application for an amendment to its EA and 

Waste Management Licence. 

31. Requests to the National and Regional DMRE for officials of the DMRE to participate 

in Catchment Management Forums (CMFs). 

 

*(In the majority of cases, the information was supplied.) 
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s 

Skills Development* 

 

• Gift Mbesi (Khutsong)  

• Melizizwe Jaas and Pule Mokoteli (Khuma)  

• Shawn Lethoko (Margaret Village)  

• Bongumusa Mbatha (Slovoville)  

• Riverlea Mining Forum  

• Godfrey Mokomene (Soweto)  

• David Pheto (Kagiso)  

• Ngaki Mogopodi (Kagiso)  

• Rebone Senyane 

 

*(Empowerment by means of information dissemination.) 

Site Visitations/Inspections 
 
During 2021, the FSE conducted site visitations /inspections of: 

 

• Pursuant to the FSE’s request, site inspections of the Headwaters and Upper 

Wonderfonteinspruit with the Regional Manager (Gauteng) of the DMRE and 

enforcement officials, officials of the Department of Water and Sanitation (DWS), and 

officials of the DWS’ Directorate: Mine Water Management, representatives of Mogale 

City Local Municipality and Kagiso was conducted to determine the source of elevated 

manganese levels and unauthorised manganese/chrome operations.   

• Site inspection with the Regional Manager (Gauteng) of DMRE, officials from the 

DMRE and representative of the Slovoville Community of the Simmer Gold Dump to 

establish ownership of the defunct dump. 

• Site inspection with a representative of the Slovoville Community, representatives of 

DRDGold regarding the ownership of open shafts adjacent to the Slovoville 

Community. 

• Site inspection with the NNR, the DMRE, the DWS, representatives of Sibanye-

Stillwater, Harmony Gold Mine and Simmer Gold Mine and representatives of 

Slovoville Community regarding the alleged dust fallout and alleged failure in duty of 

care of the Simmer Gold Dump. 

• The FSE lodged a complaint with the DWS, which resulted in a site inspection 

regarding the sewage pollution at Total Garage, Potchefstroom by the Department of 

Water and Sanitation. 

• Site visit of the Mintails Group of Companies with Danie Neumann, of Equaliti (Pty) 

Ltd. in terms of the FSE’s Court Order, the LRC and Stephan due Toil of Mogale City 

Local Municipality. 
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• Site visit with Mr Andre du Plessis, the surface reclamation manager of Sibanye-

Stillwater’s Millsite and Sand Dump 20 reclamation operations in Randfontein. 

 

Submissions 
1. Submission to the Minister of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries (DEFF) pertaining 

to the refusal by the Department of Mineral Resources and Energy (DMRE) to grant an 

Environmental Authorisation (EA) lodged by Ezulwini Mining Company (Pty) Ltd. for 

the proposed Decommissioning, Rehabilitation and Closure Activities at the Rand 

Uranium Cooke No. 1, 2 and 3 Shaft Operations. 

2. Submissions to the South African Human Rights Commission on its “Systemic 

Investigation into the Adverse Impact of the Tailings of Gold and Uranium Mines in the 

Gauteng Province.” 

3. Submissions on the Ubuntu Township Establishment - Draft Environmental Impact 

Report. 

4. WBPA Stakeholder Questionnaire: WBPA Implementation Audit. 

5. The National Nuclear Regulator Bill 2021. 

6. Submissions on the Proposed Regulations Pertaining to Financial Provision for the 

Mitigation and Rehabilitation of Environmental Damage Caused by Reconnaissance, 

Prospecting, Exploration, Mining or Production Operations, 2021. 

 

From: Dr Dee Fischer <DFischer@environment.gov.za>  

Sent: 08 October 2021 10:42 AM 

To: Mariette Liefferink <mariette@pea.org.za> 

Subject: Re: FEDERATION FOR A SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENT: SUBMISSION 

ON THE PROPOSED FINANCIAL REGULATIONS (2021) 

 

Dear Ms Liefferink  

  

Thank you very much for sharing your valuable knowledge and experience of on the ground 

challenges that communities face when mines do not implement their final closure and 

rehabilitation obligations.  

  

Your experience is invaluable to the Department and we will certainly consider the inputs 

that you have provided when finalising the Financial Provisioning Regulations.  

  

Kind regards 

  

Dr D Fischer  

Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment  

Chief Director: Integrated Environmental Management Support  

Branch: Regulatory Compliance and Sector Monitoring  

A: 473 Steve Biko Street, cnr Soutpansberg & Steve Biko 

C:  +27 827729837 

E:  dfischer@environment.gov.za 
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1. The FSE registered as I&P to object to the Application for a Prospecting Right: 

Jaments (Pty)Ltd – Coal - All Portions of the Farm Pamoenkraal 318 within 

Wakkerstroom  MP 30/5/1/1/2/16386PR  

2. In collaboration with the Centre of Environmental Rights and others: Objection to the 

Proposed Prospecting Right and Environmental Authorisation Application.  DMRE 

REF: MP 30/5/1/1//2/(16762) 

3. The FSE registered as I&AP to comment on the application for an Environmental 

Authorisation for Prospecting for gold, uranium, silver, lead, zinc, nickel, pyrite, etc. 

in respect of Farms Situated near the Town of Carletonville in the Magisterial District 

of Oberholzer, Gauteng Province 

 

 

Tours 
The FSE conducted the following environmental tours during 2021: 

• A tour of the operations of the Mintails Group of Companies (now Amatshe Mining’s 

operations) with Hilmer Bosch, an Intern at the International Water Management 

Institute - Pretoria (SA) and a PhD candidate.  He is a member of the Governance and 

Inclusive Development (GID) Research Group and the Amsterdam Institute for Social 

Science Research (AISSR) of the University of Amsterdam.  Eddie Milne, a director 

of Amtashe Mining participated in the tour. 

 

 
The CEO of the FSE with Hilmer Bosch at the Monarch/Emerald cluster of open pits. 
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The CEO of the FSE with Eddie Milne of Amatshe Mining (Pty) Ltd at the Monarch/Emerald cluster 

of open pits. 

 

Workshops 

The FSE participated in the following workshops: 

• Workshop with the DFFE re the proposed Priority Area Regulations to enforce 

implementation of the Priority Area and Air Quality Management Plans.  

• Real-tie water sensing as alert system for substances. 

• Responsible Mining Foundation (RMF):  Responsible Mining on the Ground-Impact 

Monitoring and stakeholder Engagement at the Mine-Site Level. 

• Benchmarks Foundation’s Mine Tailings Management Participatory Workshop. 
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